
1 A Steiff limited edition Yes / No Grizzly Bear, 697 of 1500, with brown tipped mohair, on all fours, with tail 
operated yes/no neck mechanism, in original box with certificate --11 1/4in. (29cm.) long (box with some marks) 
£80-100

2 A Steiff limited edition Mrs Tiggy-Winkle, 2097 of 5000, with brown tipped mohair, in original box with certificate 
and badge --9in. (23cm.) high 
£40-60

3 A Steiff limited edition Einstein teddy bear, 141 of 1905, with light beige mohair, E= MC² embroidered to foot 
pad, in fabric drawstring bag with certificate --11in. (28cm.) high (sight thinning to top of leg) 
£60-80

4 A Steiff limited edition Golden Anniversary Paddington Bear, 11 for the year 2008, made exclusively for Danbury 
Mint, with 18ct plated 50th anniversary logo badge, and certificate signed by Karen Jankel, daughter of Michael 
Bond, in a fabric drawstring bag --11in. (28cm.) high 
£60-80

5 Two Steiff yellow tag teddy bears, comprising of the Bear Who Cares, nurse bear wearing the traditional uniform, 
in original box --10 1/4in. (27cm.) high; and a Danbury Mint exclusive Orlando, I Love You Bear, no.459 in a 
fabric drawstring bag (2) 
£60-80

6 A Steiff yellow tag Rupert the Bear, for Danbury Mint, in drawstring bag with certificate --11 1/2in. (29cm.) high 
£50-80

7 A Steiff yellow tag Benjamin Bunny , for Danbury Mint, with beige and brown mohair, green felt hat, brown felt 
jacket, carrying onion and brown leather shoes, with certificate --11 1/2in. (29cm.) high 
£30-50

8 A Steiff yellow tag Noel Christmas teddy bear, for Danbury Mint, with blonde mohair and red Santa outfit, in a 
drawstring bag with certificate --10 1/4in. (26cm.) high 
£30-50

9 A complete collection of Steiff yellow tag Bears of the Week teddy bears, for Danbury Mint, Monday's child is fair 
of face Tuesday's child is full of grace Wednesday's child is full of woe, Thursday's child has far to go, Friday's 
child is loving and giving, Saturday's child works for its living and a child that's born on the Sabbath day is fair 
and wise and good and gay; all with card tags, certificates and five drawstring bags --9in. (23cm.) high (7) 
£70-100

10 Two Steiff yellow tag teddy bears, for Danbury Mint comprising of Bertie, the first ever bean bear from Steiff, with 
brown plush --9.1/4in. (24cm.) high; and Bertha bean bear, blonde and white plush, both with certificates 
£30-50

11 Steiff Danbury Mint Exclusive Four Seasons teddy bear collection, Dylan Spring Bear with a sprig of daffodils 
and Pilla duckling, Sunny Summer Bear wearing blue T-shirt and sun glasses, Scrumpy Autumn Teddy Bear 
with basket of apples and Hamish Winter Bear, wearing tartan Tam o'Shanter and scarf, all with certificates; 
Hamish in original box with certificate, others all with certificates--12.1/2in. (31cm.) high (spring, summer and 
autumn without boxes, slight mark to Hamish's box) 
£60-80

12 A Steiff yellow tag Monty The Angler teddy bear, for Danbury Mint, with tweed flat cap, with fishing rod and 
wicker basket and certificate --11 1/2in. (29cm.) high (fishing rod loose) 
£30-50

13 Two Steiff yellow tag teddy bears, for Danbury Mint, comprising of Grandad Mortimer and Grandma Sylvia, both 
with drawstring bags and certificates --10 1/2in. (27cm.) high (Mortimer's certificate torn and cello taped 
together) 
£40-60

14 Two Steiff yellow tag teddy bears, for Danbury Mint, comprising of The World's First Teddy Bear, inspired by the 
first teddy bear ever created- 55PB replica, with brown mohair and medallion, in drawstring bag with certificate-- 
9 1/2in. (24cm.) high; and The Millenium Bear, in drawstring bag with certificate 
£40-60
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15 Four Steiff Danbury Mint Year teddy bears, for the years 2001- 2004, all with certificates --12in. (30cm.) high 
£60-80

16 A Steiff limited edition replica 1926 teddy bear. 4595 of 5000, with brown tipped apricot mohair, in original box 
with certificate --16in. (40cm.) high 
£50-80

17 A limited edition Hermann Concorde Memorial teddy bear, made exclusively for Compton & Woodhouse, 361 of 
1976, with certificate and card tag --16in. (40.5cm.) high 
£40-60

18 Four limited edition Dean's Rag Book Company teddy bears, comprising of Scrooge from the Dickens Collection, 
26 of 2450, Old Father Time, 459 of 4950, with Sheila embroidered to foot pad, Grandma 25 of 1450, Grandpa 
128 of 1450 --13 3/4in. (35cm.) high; and My First Teddy 343 of 5000; all with tag certificates 
£50-80

19 A Charlie Bears Lauren Panda bear, designed by Isabelle Lee, cream with light brown and black tipped long 
plush --15in. (38cm.) high (no tags) 
£30-50

20 A Charlie Bears Artemis teddy bear, designed by Heather Lyell and Charlie, beige, white and brown plush, with 
tag --18in. (45.5cm.) high (slight fading to underside of tag) 
£30-50

21 Charlie Bears Willis teddy bear, designed by Heather Lyell and Charlie, with magnets in hand pads, grey with 
darker grey tipped plush and card tag --18in. (45.5cm.) high (slight fading to underside of tag) 
£30-50

22 Two Charlie Bears teddy bears, including a limited edition Isabelle Collection Bunty, 131 of 200, with golden 
wavy mohair and card certificate --10in. (25cm.) high (slight pull to nose stitching); and another believed to be 
Phoenix (missing tags) 
£60-80

23 A Steiner limited edition Helege teddy bear, designed by Antje Zahl, 70 of 250 with golden mohair, jointed limbs 
with double neck joint and metal Steiner tag to chest; in a drawstring bag with tag certificate --14in. (36cm.) high 
£30-50

24 Two limited edition Teddeez Bear Co. artist teddy bears, designed by Tony and Dawn Pedley, comprising of 
Little Jack, 1 of 1 and Mattie 1 of 1, with card tag --14in. (35.5cm.) high 
£40-60

25 Four Hermann teddy bears, including a limited edition Maximilian Annual Bear 2007, no. 88 with tag certificate 
--14in. (35.5cm.) high; and three others (4) 
£40-60

26 Four limited edition Dean's Rag Book Co. teddy bears, including a Tony Yes/No bear, with tail mechanism, 17 of 
250 --13in. (33cm.) high; a Centenary Nigel, 24 of 1000, Violetta 37 of 100 and another all with tag certificates 
(4) 
£40-60

27 Four artist/collectors teddy bears, including a Honeymead Bears, Jody, 1 of 2 by Ann Cowley, with card tag, a 
Barton's Creek Collection artist designed Abbott by Lenore DeMent with card tag, an Auror Teddy Original with 
suede tag and embroidered 'Teddy 2000' to foot pads --15 1/2in. (39.5cm.) high; and another (4) 
£30-50

28 Three limited edition Merrythought teddy bears, comprising of The Libearty Bear, 1292 of 10000, created in 
conjunction with The Worlds Society for the Protection of Animals, with brown mohair bear and embroidered foot 
pad, a Smitten bear, 12 of 120 with card tag, a Millennium Bear, 130 of 2000; and a Merry thought Diamond 
Anniversary Limited edition Calendar, and carrier bag (Libearty bear missing tags) 
£30-50

29 A Gund and Susan Johnson with Cliff Richard Organisation Henry teddy bear, 595 of 700, fully jointed with 
double neck joint, printed signature to foot, card tag with certificate and presentation drawstring bag --10 1/2in. 
(26.5cm.) high 
£30-40
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30 Two artist teddy bears, comprising of a Changle Bears and a Mother Hubbard Jeremy no. 6 with tag --14in. 
(35.5cm.)high 
£30-50

31 Four collectors teddy bears. including a Hermann limited edition Heike Gumpp, a Merrythought Mischief --14in. 
(35.5cm.) high; a House of Nisbet Victoria Bear and another all with card tags 
£40-60

32 Two limited edition collectors bears, comprising of a Ruben Bears Largo, 1 of 1 with card tag and a Cotswold 
Bears Apollo from the Clown series, 1 of 1 with card tag --13 3/4in. (35.cm.) high including hat 
£30-50

33 A Bear Island Silas ye ole Sea Bear, teddy bear, made exclusively for Teddy Bears of Witney, 5 of 20 with card 
tag --13 1/2 in. (34cm.) high 
£30-50

34 Three collectors/ artist teddy bears, including a Paula-Bear Lotty, with card tag, a Buzz Bee Bears of New 
Zealand, Brewster by Helen Godfrey, with card tag --15in. (38cm.) high and another (3) 
£30-50

35 Four artist teddy bears, including a Pink Dino Bears Debora, with card tags, a Bear on another burdenm Aurora 
bear, with card tag --13in.(33cm.) high and two others with card tags 
£30-50

36 A miniature Schuco teddy bear 1920s, with golden mohair, black pin eyes, black stitched nose and mouth, metal 
framed jointed body with remains of felt hands and feet --2 1/2in. (6.5cm.) high (slight wear) -from the Susan 
Collard Collection 
£40-60

37 A post war miniature Schuco teddy bear, with golden mohair, black pin eyes, black stitched nose and mouth, 
swivel head and metal framed jointed body --3 3/4in.(9.5cm.) high (slight wear) -from the Susan Collard 
Collection 
£40-60

38 A post war miniature Schuco Berlin teddy bear, with dark brown mohair, black pin eyes, black stitched nose and 
mouth, swivel head and metal framed jointed body, crown and sash --3in. (7.5cm.) high with crown (slight wear 
to crown) -from the Susan Collard Collection 
£40-60

39 A post war miniature Schuco teddy bear, with blonde mohair, black pin eyes, black stitched nose and mouth, 
swivel head and metal framed jointed body --2 3/4in. (7cm.) high (some thinning and wear, head slightly loose) -
from the Susan Collard Collection 
£30-50

40 A post war miniature Schuco Panda dressed teddy bear, with black and white mohair, black pin eyes, black 
stitched nose and mouth, swivel head and metal framed jointed body --2 3/4in. (7cm.) high (slight wear) -from 
the Susan Collard Collection 
£40-60

41 A post war miniature Schuco teddy bear, with golden mohair, black pin eyes, black stitched nose and mouth, 
swivel head, metal framed jointed body and red dungarees--3 3/4in.(9.5cm.) high (slight wear) -from the Susan 
Collard Collection 
£40-60

42 Two post war miniature Schuco teddy bears, comprising of a Panda with black and white mohair, black pin eyes, 
black stitched nose and mouth, swivel head and metal framed jointed body --3 1/2in. (9cm.) high; and a smaller 
bear with golden mohair (ears replaced to panda, golden missing an ear, seam loose to front leg of panda 
general wear) -from the Susan Collard Collection 
£50-80

43 A post war miniature Schuco Panda teddy bear, with black and white mohair, black pin eyes, black stitched nose 
and mouth, replacement ears, swivel head and metal framed jointed body --2 3/4in. (7cm.) high; and a small 
pom pom bear (slight wear) -from the Susan Collard Collection 
£30-50
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44 A 1930's Merrythought teddy bear with provenance, with blonde mohair, replacement shoe button eyes, black 
stitched nose, mouth, swivel head and jointed limbs, web claws to hand pads, squeaker --17in. (43cm.) high - 
This bear is known as Theodore Jones, and was the childhood friend of the sisters in the photograph, the older 
child was known as Dorothy Jones - From the Susan Collard Collection 
£30-50

45 Two 1930's Merrythought teddy bears, the larger with blonde mohair, orange and black glass eyes, black 
stitched nose and claws, swivel head and jointed limbs, inoperable squeaker, button to ear and label to foot 
pad--20in. (50.5cm.) high; a smaller with blonde mohair, black stitched nose and claws, swivel head, jointed 
limbs and label to foot pad (eye loose to larger with areas of balding on front of chest, nose stitch loose, smaller 
bear would benefit from a clean, missing eyes, balding areas to face, and front, holes to hand pads) -from the 
Susan Collard Collection 
£50-80

46 Two post-war Merrythought teddy bears, a golden mohair, with one orange and black glass eyes (other missing), 
black stitched nose mouth and claws, swivel head and jointed limbs, inoperative growler and label to foot pad 
(pads recovered) --21 1/2in. (55cm.) high; and a small red synthetic unjointed Kola, with label to bottom of foot 
(thinning and wear to bear, small hole to hand pad of Kola) -from the Susan Collard Collection 
£30-50

47 Two Merrythought teddy bears, a 1930's golden mohair, orange and black glass eye (one missing), black 
stitched nose mouth and claws, swivel head and jointed limbs, inoperable squeaker --21in. (53.5cm.) high; and a 
smaller post war pink art silk bear -from the Susan Collard Collection 
£30-50

48 Two post war Chad Valley teddy bears, the larger with golden mohair, black stitched nose mouth and claws, 
swivel head and jointed limbs, inoperable growler, with remains of chest seam label and label to foot pad --20 
1/2in.(52cm.) high; and a smaller bear (both missing eyes, larger bears nose and pads require attention, smaller 
bears pads recovered, right hand pad with hole) -from the Susan Collard Collection 
£30-50

49 A large Chad Valley teddy bear, with golden mohair, black stitched nose mouth and claws, swivel head and 
jointed limbs, remains of rexine pads and inoperable squeaker --27in. (69cm.) high (missing eyes, holes to tops 
of arms, centre seam loose to lower body, several small holes to body, backs of legs re-stitched at tops) -from 
the Susan Collard Collection 
£30-50

50 A collection of Super Teds and Sooty, Sweep and Soo hand puppets, comprising of six Sooty's, two Sweep's, 
two Soo's, a Sooty soft toy and four Super Ted teddy bears--14in. (35.5cm.) high (15) -from the Susan Collard 
Collection 
£30-50

51 A very large collection of modern manufactured teddy bears, forty seven teddy bears, including a kola ruck sack, 
a blue unjointed Alesford bear with tag-- 17 1/2in. (44.5cm.) high; three panda bears and seven sport themed 
bean bears -from the Susan Collard Collection 
£30-40

52 Thirty seven modern manufactured teddy bears, including a teddy bear pyjama case --22in. (55.5cm.) high; a 
Metro Soft Toys bear and a pink Care Bear -from the Susan Collard Collection 
£20-30

53 Thirteen vintage unjointed teddy bears, including three Wendy Boston bears, with labels to legs, a light brown 
bear with removal fur coat, a white synthetic bear with blue velvet trousers, hand and foot pads --11 1/2in. 
(29cm.) high; and a golden plush with pink body, arms and legs (general wear) -from the Susan Collard 
Collection 
£30-50

54 Two 1930's British Panda teddy bears, comprising of a seated Chad Valley with black and white mohair, orange 
and black glass eyes with black felt surround, felt pads and label to inner leg --8in. (20cm.) seated; and a post 
war Chiltern panda (wear and thinning to all, Chad with hole to foot pad, and ear to Chiltern needs attention) -
from the Susan Collard Collection (3) 
£50-80
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55 Seven hand puppets, including two pandas, a Bensons dog, with orange and black glass eyes, black stitched 
nose and mouth, black ears and black hand pads --9in. (23cm.) high; two bears, and an unstuffed monkey teddy 
in need of restoration (wear and thinning, panda missing eyes) -from the Susan Collard Collection (8) 
£40-60

56 Three soft toy friends including small Merrythought teddy bear, with blonde mohair, orange and black glass eyes, 
black stitched nose mouth and claws, swivel head and jointed limbs and label to foot pad, a Norah Wellings 
sailor doll and another teddy bear, with a tag to confirm these are life long friends (wear to all, with areas of 
balding to Merrythought) -from the Susan Collard Collection 
£30-50

57 Three Eastern European teddy bears, comprising of a 1950s grey art silk from Hungry, with the shipping stamps, 
a modern larger artist teddy bear with black art silk, clear and black glass eyes, brown stitched nose mouth and 
claws, swivel head and jointed limbs and another (some thinning to small brown bear) -from the Susan Collard 
Collection 
£40-60

58 Thirteen small German pin jointed teddy bears, Two with art silk, three mohair, two small teddy bears and a felt 
embroidered horse --8 1/2in. (21.5cm.) high largest (two with loose arms, two missing arms, wear and thinning)- 
from the Susan Collard Collection 
£100-120

59 Six small German post-war pin-jointed teddy bears, including a Petz, with brown art silk, orange and black glass 
eyes, felt muzzle and foot pads and button to chest, two golden art silk and three others (balding to front of Petz, 
wholes to felt of pads, general wear to all) -from the Susan Collard Collection 
£50-80

60 Seven soft toy dogs 1920's and later, including a Deans Rag book Co. with purple and white mohair one orange 
and black glass eyes other missing and label to underside-- 8in. (20.5cm.) long; a German plush covered 
composition squeak toy Scottie dog, a 1950's English black velvet and plush poodle and four others (wear and 
thinning, one bald and missing ears) -from the Susan Collard Collection 
£50-80

61 A collection of small teddy bears, including five Shanghai Doll Factory teddys, two as pandas, four with side 
seam labels --8 1/2in. (21.5cm.) high; three of a similar style, Six Holborn Bear, unjointed bears with side seam 
labels, a cat and others approximately twenty three in total (panda missing eyes, some wear) -from the Susan 
Collard Collection (23) 
£40-60

62 Two British teddy bears, a blonde mohair, with replacement black shoe button eye (one missing), black stitched 
nose and mouth, swivel head, jointed limbs and inoperative squeaker --15in. (38cm.) high; and a post war Chad 
Valley with label to foot pad (wear and thinning, Chad with bald areas to from and back of body, Chiltern type 
with hole to hand pad) -from the Susan Collard Collection 
£50-80

63 A post war Ealon Toys teddy bear, with golden mohair, orange and black glass eyes, black stitched nose mouth, 
swivel head, jointed limbs and inoperative squeaker, with integral hand pads and felt foot pads with label --12in. 
(30cm.) high (balding areas to front and back, hole of top of arm seam at back nibbles to felt foot pad) -from the 
Susan Collard Collection 
£30-50

64 Two 1950-60s Chiltern Bruin teddy bears, with blonde mohair, orange and black plastic eyes, black plastic nose, 
velvet paw pads, foot pads lined in card, the larger with side seam label and musical movement --13in. (33cm.) 
high (right leg restitched at seam to larger bear, slight wear) -from the Susan Collard Collection 
£60-80

65 Two post war Chiltern teddy bears, including a 1950s musical Chiltern Bruin teddy bear, with remains of light 
brown and white mohair, orange and black plastic eyes, black plastic nose, unjointed limbs in a standing 
position, with velveteen pads, and card lined feet --12in. (30cm.) high; and another (Bruin bald, hole on foot pad 
at seam, nose to smaller bear stuck on upside down, thinning and wear) -from the Susan Collard Collection 
£40-60
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66 Five soft toys dogs for restoration, thinning and wear to all, the two smallest dogs balding, four missing eyes, 
from the Susan Collard Collection 
£40-60

67 Two 1930's Chiltern type teddy bears, including a golden mohair, with clear and black glass eyes with remains of 
painted backs, black stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel head, jointed limbs and inoperable squeaker--15 
1/2in. (39.5cm. ) high; and another with blonde mohair (thinning and wear, balding to lower legs of blonde and 
pads replaced, golden with one replacement pad, others in need of attention) -from the Susan Collard Collection 
£50-80

68 Three Invicta teddy bears, the largest with light brown wool plush, clear and black glass eyes, brown stitched 
nose and mouth, swivel head, jointed limbs and remains of painted cloth pads (holes to left hand and foot pads) 
--14 1/2in. (37cm.) high; two smaller examples and a white synthetic teddy bear (larger bear with holes to right 
hand face, both legs on the seams, general wear to all) -the Susan Collard Collection 
£40-60

69 Eight vintage baby/ toddler soft toys, including a Chiltern pink and white unjointed bear, with orange and black 
glass eyes, black stitched nose, and chimes --12in. (30cm.) high; a Chad Valley blue and white art silk dog, with 
interesting label - A Chad Valley Production by Arrangement with Walt Disney Mickey Mouse; a Chad Valley 
Blue and white unjointed bear, with label to back and five others (wear and thinning to all, head loose to dog) -
from the Susan Collard Collection 
£40-60

70 Five Lefray teddy bears, including two with golden plush, a larger brown and white synthetic unjointed bear with 
zip to the back --17in. (43.5cm.) high; and two others (inner seam to bear with zip up back loose on inside) -from 
the Susan Collard Collection 
£20-40

71 An Armand Marseille 390 child doll, with blue lashed sleeping eyes, brown mohair wig, jointed composition body, 
cream dress with red smocking, underclothes, and dark blue vinyl shoes --16in. (41cm.) high 
£40-60

72 An Armand Marseille 390 child doll, with brown sleeping eyes, brown mohair wig, jointed composition body, grey 
silk style dress with under clothes --16in. (41cm.) high 
£40-60

73 Three German dolls, comprising of an Armand Marseille 1330 character baby, with blue sleeping eyes, brown 
mohair wig, composition toddler body, in a pink knitted dress and bonnet (cracking to body around leg joint, 
tongue loose) --16in. (40.5cm.) high; a Heubach 342 child doll and another 
£30-50

74 Five baby dolls, including two Armand Marseille babies, both with blue sleeping eyes, blonde painted hair, bent-
limbed composition bodies the larger in a white robe with bonnet --13in.(33cm.) high; a Jayco 36, a German 
composition baby doll, impressed HW 4 and a small modern Joyce Wolf baby doll (chip to face, bottom of neck 
cracked restuck on larger AM) 
£40-60

75 Five composition dolls, an American Character company baby doll, with brown limbs, in a cream silk dress with 
matching cotton jacket and bonnet --21in. (53.5cm.) high; a Horsman Inc (USA) toddler doll, cloth body, 
composition limbs (crack, under lip, legs crazing); and three others (all with wear, one with cracks to face, other 
with chips missing from face) 
£30-50

76 Various dolls, including a cloth doll, with painted features, in a green and white gingham dress, red bonnet and 
shoes --15 1/2in. (39.5cm.) high; two Norah Wellings sailor dolls, a vintage Polish wooden doll and nine others 
(wear to all) (13) 
£30-50

77 A selection of celluloid and other plastic dolls, including a Schildkrot T36, with fixed blue eyes, moulded features, 
brown painted hair, in a white muslin dress with blue flowers and black vinyl shoes --15in. (38cm.) high; a 
Japanese baby doll in white and blue knitted outfit (left leg split on mould line), a French baby doll with painted 
features on a cloth body in white cotton gown and bonnet and others (11) 
£30-50
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78 Palitoy "Girl" doll, made a in conjunction with Girl Magazine, with violet eyes, blonde hair with Girl pattern ribbon 
head band, in a nylon dress again with the Girl pattern (missing plastic buckle), walking action --14in. (36cm) 
high; and four Roddy dolls, including a walker in original box 
£40-60

79 Twenty four doll reference/guide books, including volumes three to sixteen of the Blue Book of Dolls and Values 
by Jan Foulke, The Collector's Guide to Dolls by Kerry Taylor, The Ultimate Doll Book by Caroline Good fellow, 
Lyle Price Guide Dolls & Toys by Tony Curtis and others 
£30-50

80 Fourteen doll reference/guide books, including a Treasury of Käthe Kruse Dolls Album 3 by Lydia Richter, The 
Handbook of Doll Repair and Restoration by Marty Westfall, German Doll Marks and Identification Book by 
Jurgen & Marianne Cieslik, The Collectible Barbie Doll, by Janine Fennick and others 
£30-50

81 Various dolls, including a large continental composition walker doll, with fixed brown plastic eye (other loose in 
head) red painted lips, brown wool hair in a pink and white spotted cotton dress --34 1/2in. (87cm.) high; two 
Sindy dolls, an Armand Marseille 351/2 character baby and five others (general wear, Armand Marseille head 
loose) (9) 
£30-50

82 A reproduction Jumeau bisque headed doll, marked 1988; with fixed blue glass eyes, pierced ears, brown brows, 
closed mouth, with long red/brown synthetic wig, on a composition body, with silk embroidered dress, matching 
shall and bonnet --27in. (68.5cm.)high (head loose from body) 
£30-50

83 A Porzellanfabrik Mengersgereuth 914 baby doll, circa 1910, with closed mouth, jointed composition body, in 
cream silk dress with matching bonnet, yellow blanket and small purple dress --24in. (61cm.) high (no eyes or 
hair, nibbles to fingers and toes, wear to body) 
£30-50

84 A small German child doll, 6/0 impressed to back of head, with fixed dark brown eyes, composition body and an 
interesting middle eastern costume, hat possibly modelled after an Palestinian style, where coins where hung to 
the front --14 1/2 in. (37cm.) high including hat (head loose with lower section broken and stuck in place, crack to 
composition at shoulder, wear) 
£40-60

85 A Gebruder Heubach 7246 character baby doll, with closed mouth, blue fixed eyes and bent limbed composition 
body --25 1/2in. (65cm.) high; and cream cotton shawl (head broken and restuck in several places, small areas 
missing to left forehead) 
£40-60

86 An Armand Marseille   327 for George Borgfelt Character toddler doll, with blue lashed sleeping eyes, 
composition body, 3 wigs and a blue nylon dress --22 1/2in. (57cm.) high (head loose from body, eyes loose, 
legs need re-stringing, general wear to body) 
£30-50

87 A Gebruder Knoch 201 child doll, with fixed dark brown eyes (one loose inside head), brown mohair wig, 
composition body, in blue dress with matching under clothes --9in. (23cm.) high (toes on left foot broken and 
restuck) 
£20-30

88 A 1930's August Steiner 261 black character baby doll, with brown sleeping eyes, composition body --23in. 
(53.5cm.) high (head needs re-attaching, crack from bottom of right lip around to back of head, associated 
hairline cracks through right ear and neck) 
£30-50

89 An Ernst Heubach 267 character baby doll, circa 1914, with blue sleeping eyes, remains of lashes, with 
trembling tongue, brown mohair wig, composition body, with white cotton dress and matching bonnet --24in. 
(61cm.) high (head needs re-attaching, legs loose, repair to front of body, possibly to remove voice mechanism) 
£30-50
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90 An Adolf Heller child doll, marked with A10 H, with blue sleeping lashed eyes, auburn mohair wig (loose) and 
composition body in pieces, with pink cotton dress and under clothes and white shoes --26 1/2in. (67cm.) high 
approx. (needs to be re-strung, restored eye chip) 
£30-50

91 Two German bisque doll heads, comprising of a German bisque baby marked 3-7, with blue sleeping eyes, 
blonde painted hair, replacement red felt tongue and an Armand Marseille 390 with brown hair wig --5 1/4in. 
(14cm.) high (tooth missing and eye lids chipped to AM ) 
£30-40

92 A German child doll with 56 -28 mark, with blue fixed eyes, pierced ears, blonde mohair wig and composition 
body --4 3/4in. (12cm.) hight of head (would benefit from a wash, body needs re-stringing) 
£50-80

93 A large Armand Marseille 996 character baby, with blue sleeping eyes, composition body, white cotton gown and 
bonnet --27 1/2in. (70cm.) high (repainting to face, finger reattached to right hand, little finger missing to left 
hand) 
£40-60

94 A Simon & Halbig for Kammer & Reinhardt 126 baby doll, with blue sleeping eyes (loose), brown hair wig --5 
1/2in. (14cm.) high; and a babies bent limb composition body (chips to bottom of head, body with some wear and 
needs restringing) 
£30-50

95 Fourteen doll heads, including a Morimura 10 (Japan) bisque headed baby with blue sleeping eyes, red felt 
replacement tongue --6 1/2in. (17cm.) high; a Kammer & Reinhardt 32, with brown mohair wig, an Armand 
Marseille 1894, an Armand Marseille 995, and others (all in need of restoration, cracks and some repainted) 
£30-50

96 An Armand Marseille 990 character baby doll, with blue lashed sleeping eyes, brown mohair wig, composition 
body (in pieces) and yellow bonnet --18in. (46cm.) high; and another (possibly re-painted) 
£30-50

97 Two dolls for restoration, comprising of a Bruno Schmidt 2097 character baby, with brown wig, composition body 
and jointed limbs, an Armand Marseille 351 K character baby, with blue sleeping eyes and bent limb composition 
body and an Armand Marseille 351 K bisque head for restoration --5 1/4in. (13cm.) high (damaged) (3) 
£30-50

98 A large selection of doll body parts, including eight torso's, a complete composition body --17in. (43cm.) high; 
various pairs of hands, joints and arms (wear) 
£30-50

99 A quantity of doll eyes, mainly blue, various sizes, thirty four pairs some with lashes (damages) 
£30-50

100 A quantity of doll parts for restoration, including a large GHA 339 -12 character baby with composition body 
--25in. (63.5cm.) high; a complete jointed composition body and others 
£30-50

101 Flying Horse Original Designs, Tristum, artist teddy bear, by Carol Ann Zawadzki 1 of 1, with card tag --13 1/2in. 
(34.5cm) high; and a peacock wicker chair (small nibbles to the felt jacket at the back) 
£30-50

102 Two Flying Horse Original Designs, artist teddy bears, by Carol Ann Zawadzki, comprising of Jamie, 1 of 5 
--13in. (33cm.) high; and Munchkin, 2 of 10 both with card tags (small mark to neck of Munkin) 
£30-50

103 Two Flying Horse Original Designs, artist teddy bears, by Carol Ann Zawadzki, comprising of Bellamy 2 of 10 
and Fluffy, 1 of 10 both with card tags --11in. (28cm.) high 
£30-50

104 Flying Horse Original Designs, Blizzard, artist teddy bear, by Carol Ann Zawadzki, 1 of 1 with card tag --16in. 
(41cm.) high 
£40-60
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105 Seven small collectors teddy bears, including 1 of 1 Margaret Sweetland bear, with card tag --9in. (23cm.) high; 
three Russ bears and three others 
£30-50

106 Four collectors/artist teddy bears, a limited edition Bocs Tegnau for Asquith's, 1 of 100 with card tag --8in. 
(20cm.) high; a Robin Rive Harold with tags, a Merrythought and another 
£40-60

107 Five collectors teddy bears, including a teddy bear dressed as a pilot with Harrods scarf --12in. (30.5cm.) high; a 
Kosen bear with card tag and three others 
£30-50

108 A large Charlie Bears limited edition Ebony teddy bear, designed by Isabelle Lee, with black plush, original collar 
with bells and card tag --28in. (71cm.) high 
£80-120

109 A limited edition Charlie Bears William III teddy bear, designed by Isabelle Lee, 2812 of 4000, with violet mohair 
inset muzzle and inner ears and tag certificate --21in. (53.5cm.) high (tiny mark to ribbon) 
£30-50

110 A large Heidi Steiner Moxie teddy bear, with winter white long mohair, fully jointed with felt pads and card 
tag--23in.(58.5cm.) high 
£50-80

111 A Kimberly's Bearied Treasure, Cirque teddy bear, made exclusively for Bears and Bunnies by Kimberly Fischer, 
1 of 1 with card tag --21in. (53cm.) high 
£30-50

112 A limited edition Hermann Jester Bear, 254 of 500 with card tag --18in. (46cm.) high 
£30-50

113 Little Charmers September Song artist teddy bear, by Penny Chalmers 1 of 1, with white mohair, autumn leaf 
necklace and card tags --21 1/2in. (55cm.) high (nibbles to pads) 
£30-50

114 A Gingerbread Bears Jim, Bear 'n' Me artist Golly and bear 1 of 1 with card and wooden gingerbread man tags 
--21 1/2in. (55cm.) high 
£40-60

115 A Gingerbread Bears Harriet Heartfelt standing teddy bear, 1 of 1, with light brown plush, carrying smaller green 
bear, card and gingerbread tags --23in.(58.5cm.) high (little dusty, small marks to back of dress) 
£30-50

116 Three artist teddy bears, a Tree House Teddy Bears remote control grey plush bear, complete with remote 
control unit (untested), an Out O-The-Woods Tobias, with card tag --28in. (71cm.) high; another small bear, two 
waistcoats and hat (6) 
£30-50

117 Three artist teddy bears, a Teddystyle Ming panda, 8 of 10, with card tag, a Kit Mills musical bear, plays silent 
night, signed and dated to foot pad --18 1/2in. (47cm.) high; and another (3) 
£30-50

118 Two artist teddy bears, an April Bear, with white tipped dark brown mohair, label to back seam and a larger white 
bear known as Primrose --14in. (36cm.) high 
£30-50

119 Four Merrythought teddy bears, a limited edition Read all About It, newspaper seller, 57 of 500, with card tag 
and signed to foot pad, Oliver Holmes and Jacqueline Revitt --12in. (31cm.) high; a Strawberry Tea no. 87 again 
with signed foot pad and two smaller bears (4) 
£30-50

120 Three artist teddy bears, a Past times, My Old Teddy Polly Brooke, 4 of 4 with card tag, a Dazzle Bears Boer 
Bart --13in. (33cm.) high in clogs; and another 
£30-50
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121 Two artist teddy bears, a Bruijnje Beer Jaimy bear, by Liesbeth Dekker Stoffier --16 1/2in. (42cm.) high; and a 
Bears that are Special bear by Pam Howles 
£20-40

122 A Beatrix Bears Dogy teddy bear, 1 of 10, light brown mohair, with dark brown tips, black glass eyes, waxed 
nose, fully jointed with card tag --12in. (30cm.) high 
£40-60

123 Five collectors/artist teddy bears, including a yellow tag Lotte with card tag, a Bears on the Green Bo-Bo, 5 of 6 
with card tag, an Attic Teddy by Mac Pohlen with card tag-- 17in. (43cm.) high including hat; two others and a 
Steiff pin badge (6) 
£30-50

124 Two artist teddy bears, A Bees Knees Bears Romeo, 1 of 1 with card tag --15 1/2in. (39.5cm.) high; and an April 
Bears Anastasia polar bear, 1 of 6 with card tag 
£40-60

125 A large Auntie Bears Frivolity teddy bear, by Paula Carter, with golden mohair, orange and black glass eyes, 
black stitched nose and mouth, swivel head, fully jointed, with card tag and seated in a wicker chair --23 1/2in. 
(60cm.) high 
£50-80

126 Two Bears That Are Special teddy bears, designed by Pam Howells, a cream with grey tipped mohair bear, 
black glass eyes, grey, stitched nose, swivel head, fully jointed, velveteen pads and silver neck ruff, 1of 1 with 
card tag --16in. (40.5cm.) high; and another (Pam was formerly a designer for Chiltern Toys) 
£60-80

127 Two limited edition Cotswold Bears teddy bears, a Back to the Wild, Barnabus, 1 of 10 with card tag --17in. 
(43cm.) high; and a limited edition Bear Elegance, Fire Cracker 43 of 100 by Joan Woessner with card tag (3) 
£60-80

128 Four artist teddy bears, an Amanda Heugh, Cen, 1 of 10 with golden mohair and card tags, a Bosky Bears, 
Leopold 1 of 10 with card tag --2in. (50.5cm.) high; and two others 
£40-60

129 Three collectors/ artist teddy bears, a Bears of Minizan Nadia 1 of 10 with blonde mohair and card tag--17in. 
(43cm.) high; a Little Folk Rabbit Lapin and another (3) 
£30-50

130 A Steiff limited edition 1927 Teddy Rose replica, 5510 of 7000, in original box with certificate --19in. (48cm.) high 

£60-80
131 A 1930's Chad Valley teddy bear, with golden mohair, orange and black glass eyes, black stitched nose, mouth 

and claws, clipped muzzle, swivel head, jointed limbs, card lined feet with label to each foot pad --20in. (51cm.) 
high (splits to felt on foot pads) 
£60-80

132 A 1930's English soft toy dog, in a seated position, clear and black glass eyes with remains of painted backs, 
black stitched nose and mouth with red felt tongue --11in. (28cm.) high; a Jungle toys Bingo and two others (4) 
£40-60

133 Nine vintage soft toys, including a Buggs Bunny, with plastic inset face, possible legs and plastic hands with pull 
cord --22in. (56cm.) high; a Teddy Ruxipin, a Basil Brush hand puppet; a Wendy Boston bear with leg label and 
others (general age related wear, pink bear missing an eye) 
£30-50

134 A Schuco post war teddy bear dressed as a footballer, with blonde mohair head, metal pin eye (one missing), 
black stitched nose and mouth, pipe cleaner possible arms and legs, in a red football kit with black and white 
football boots --4in. (10cm.) high 
£30-40
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135 Two post-war miniature Schuco panda teddy bears, with black and white mohair, black pin eyes, black stitched 
nose and mouth, swivel head, metal framed jointed body --3 1/2in. (9cm.) high largest (staining to back of largest 
bear) 
£60-80

136 Two post-war miniature Schuco panda teddy bears, the largest with brown mohair, black pin eyes, black stitched 
nose and mouth, swivel head, metal framed jointed body --3 1/2in. (9cm.) high; and a smaller with golden mohair 
(smaller with underneath metal body showing to lower front) 
£60-80

137 A selection of teddy bear accessories, including an Erzgeberge round about, five teddy bear cups, a cup bowl 
and plate set, a Sooty money box, a tin drum decorated with soldiers, a selection of teddy bear/doll clothes and 
others (chip to one cup) - from the Susan Collard Collection 
£30-50

138 Two Pedigree teddy bears, the largest with remains of golden mohair, orange and black glass eyes, black 
stitched nose and mouth (possibly restored), swivel head, jointed limbs --21in. (53.cm.) high; and a smaller bear, 
(both with thinning and areas of balding, smaller bear missing eyes) - from the Susan Collard Collection 
£30-50

139 Six vintage rabbit soft toys, including a Merrythought with cinnamon and white mohair, remains of felt eyes on a 
plastic outer, label to foot pad --14in. (35.5cm.) high; a smaller blue grey rabbit with blue and black plastic eyes 
in a white cotton dress and a small card suitcase with Little Grey Rabbit playing cards and other items (wear and 
thinning, handle loose on one side of suit case) - from the Susan Collard Collection 
£30-50

140 Four unjointed dressed teddy bears, a Chiltern type yellow blonde mohair unjointed bear, with orange and black 
plastic eyes, black stitched nose and mouth, yellow synthetic plush trousers and painted foot pads --17in. 
(43.5cm.) high; a grey mohair head and arms bear with orange and black glass eyes, black stitched nose and 
mouth, cloth body, in blue and white spotted dress and a monkey hand puppet - from the Susan Collard 
Collection 
£30-40

141 A four soft toys, a black poodle radio, a Pedigree Rupert the Bear --15in.(38cm.) high; a cat on all fours, a cloth 
Golly and Rheinscher Gummi 45/46 celluloid doll (missing right leg) 
£30-50

142 Four miniature Schuco teddy bears, a brown mohair, with black pin eyes, black stitched nose and mouth, metal 
framed jointed body, BP badge and crown --3in. (7.5cm.) high with crown, two with golden mohair and another 
(slight wear, some thinning to one golden mohair) - from the Susan Collard Collection 
£100-120

143 Two miniature Schuco panda bears, with black and white mohair, black pin eyes, black stitched nose and mouth, 
metal framed jointed body --3 1/2in. (9cm.) high (Slight wear) - from the Susan Collard Collection 
£60-80

144 Three German teddy bear cubs, a 1930s cub with golden mohair, black pin eyes, black stitched nose, mouth and 
claws, slotted in ears, with swivel head and pin jointed limbs and two others --5 3/4in. (15cm.) high largest 
(smaller with replacement foot pads, one missing an eye wear and thinning) -from the Susan Collard Collection 
£50-80

145 Fifteen small German post-war pin-jointed teddy bears, including a brown art silk, with orange and black glass 
eyes, black stitched nose and mouth and slotted in ears --5 1/4in. (13.5cm.) high; a grey mohair with orange and 
black glass eyes, black stitched nose and plastic joints, another with label to lower body (wear and some 
thinning, one missing a leg) -from the Susan Collard Collection 
£100-120

146 Ten small German post-war pin-jointed teddy bears, including a purple mohair bear, with clear and black glass 
eyes, black stitched nose and mouth, large ears (possible replacement leg, thinning and two small holes) 5 
1/4in. (13cm.) high; a white synthetic plush bear with red and black plastic eyes, black plastic nose, black 
stitched mouth with red felt tongue and others (wear and thinning) -from the Susan Collard Collection 
£80-100
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147 Ten small German post-war pin-jointed teddy bears, including a golden synthetic plush with orange and black 
plastic eyes, black stitched nose and mouth, slotted in ears and in a red cotton waistcoat --5 1/4in. (13cm.) high; 
a bright yellow mohair bear, a golden art silk and others (slight wear) -from the Susan Collard Collection 
£80-100

148 Three small Berg teddy bears, a blonde mohair with brown and black plastic eyes black stitched nose and 
mouth, swivel head and jointed limbs, red heart tag to chest, with rope and hammer --6 3/4in. (17cm.) high; and 
two others (one missing eyes, slight wear) -from the Susan Collard Collection 
£50-80

149 Two 1930s German teddy bear cubs, the larger with golden mohair, orange and black glass eyes, black stitched 
nose, mouth and claws, slotted in ears, with swivel head and jointed limbs --4 1/2in. (11cm.) high (smaller with 
holes to foot pads) -from the Susan Collard Collection 
£40-60

150 A Schuco Yes /No teddy bear, with blonde mohair, orange and black glass eyes (one replacement), black 
stitched nose and mouth and jointed limbs (slight wear, centre chest slightly lower on one side) -from the Susan 
Collard Collection 
£60-80

151 A 1920's English teddy bear, and a German 1930s teddy bear, with golden mohair, orange and black glass eyes, 
black stitched nose and mouth, swivel head, pin jointed limbs and inoperative squeaker --14 1/2in. (37cm.) high 
(wear and thinning, hand and one foot pad in need of attention to golden bear) -from the Susan Collard 
Collection 
£50-80

152 A Chiltern post war teddy bear, with blonde mohair, orange and black glass eyes, black stitched nose, mouth 
and claws, swivel head and jointed limbs with card lined feet and inoperative squeaker --18 1/2in. (47cm.) high; 
and a Chiltern type bear (ears split to make two new ear for Chiltern, areas of balding) -from the Susan Collard 
Collection 
£50-80

153 Three British teddy bears, two Chad Valley bears, one with blonde syntenic plush, orange and black glass eyes, 
black stitched nose, mouth, swivel head and jointed limbs and inoperative squeaker --12in. (30cm.) high; and a 
Chiltern bear (thinning and wear) - from the Susan Collard Collection 
£50-80

154 Two 1930s German teddy bears, the larger with golden mohair, orange and black glass eyes, pronounced 
muzzle, black stitched nose, mouth, swivel head and jointed limbs --22in. (56cm.) high; and another (some 
thinning and wear) -from the Susan Collard Collection 
£50-80

155 Thirty vintage manufactured teddy bears, of varying sizes, jointed and unjointed -from the Susan Collard 
Collection 
£30-50

156 Four post -war continental teddy bears, the largest a beige mohair mixed plush black stitched eyes, black 
stitched nose, mouth, swivel head and jointed limbs --17in. (43cm.) high; and three others - from the Susan 
Collard Collection 
£50-80

157 Five post-war British teddy bears, the largest with golden mohair, orange and black glass eyes, black stitched 
nose, mouth, swivel head and jointed limbs and painted pads --17in. (43cm.) high; a smaller blonde mohair bear 
and three others (wear and thinning) -from the Susan Collard Collection 
£60-80

158 Seven vintage manufactured teddy bears, including an unjointed Alresford Craft bear with golden synthetic plush 
in a floral dress with Velcro hand pads --18in. (45.5cm.) high; a Happy Child Toys bear, a musical Panda with 
googly eyes, and others (some wear and thinning) -from the Susan Collard Collection 
£50-70
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159 Four post war Chiltern teddy bears, a Chad Valley honey pot bear, with orange and black plastic eyes, black 
plastic nose --10 1/2in. (26cm.) high; and three others -from the Susan Collard Collection 
£50-70

160 A 1930/40's Eastern European teddy bear with provenance, with brown art silk plush, clear and black glass eyes, 
black stitched nose, mouth, swivel head and jointed limbs and comes with a photograph of a child with a similar 
looking bear --16 1/2in. (42cm.) high (glue on remains of pads) -from the Susan Collard Collection 
£40-60

161 A Porzellanfabrik Burggrub The Laughing Baby bisque head doll, marked 1930 - 61/2, with blue sleeping eyes, 
feathered brown eyebrows, trembling tongue, remains of brown mohair wig, bent limb composition body with 
pink knitted dress --22in. (56cm.) high (tongue possible replacement, left leg cracked from top to just below 
knee, needs re-stringing) 
£100-150

162 A Ernst Heubach 320 bisque headed baby doll, with blue lashed sleeping eyes, brown wool wig, bent-limbed 
composition body and white cotton under clothes with white net and lace jacket --23in. (59cm.) high (torso 
cracked and stappled to together) 
£30-50

163 An Armand Marseille 351bisque headed baby doll, with blue/grey sleeping eyes (loose) blonde painted hair and 
bent limb composition body -21in. (53.5cm.) high (legs loose, leg joint patched, nibbles to fingers) 
£20-40

164 A quantity of doll accessories, included four wigs, three bonnets, six white cotton gowns and a white cotton 
under skirt and vest; (various sizes) (12) 
£30-40

165 A large quantity of dolls clothes, including, nineteen white/cream gowns, eleven dresses, some with smocking, 
four jackets, and other items all of various sizes 
£30-40

166 A large quantity of child and dolls shoes, including white leather style pram shoes, pink suede, blue denim style 
boots, brown felt moccasins, two pairs of socks and a small pair of shoes for display with child's picture printed to 
front (40 plus) 
£20-30

167 Fifty seven dolls dress, of various sizes, mainly manufactured some homemade, including a dusky pink corduroy 
dress with lace edging and checked bow, two knitted cardigans, two under slips and others 
£30-40

168 A Pedigree Sindy Wardrobe, with coat hangers, drawers --12in. (30.5cm.) high; a Sindy bed, a small wicker 
basket contain accessories comb, scarf, shoes, tennis rackets, etc, case containing skis, poles and dresses for a 
larger doll and a 1993 Lucky Ind Co. Ltd doll 
£30-50

169 Twenty Four vintage fashion dolls, including Barbie and others with a large selection of accessories, inducing 
Barbie brief case, un opened Barbie outfit, hats, shoes and bags --11 1/2in. (29cm.) high (dusty) 
£30-50

170 Galoob Spice Girl Dolls, including ) Melanie C, Emma, Mel B, Geri --11 1/2in. (29cm.) high; Michael Jackson 
King of Pop Sings Black or White Doll, battery operated, wearing white shirt and jacket, white glove to right hand, 
black trousers, white socks, black knee protectors and shoes and Five others (dusty) 
£30-50

171 A Petitcollin Marie- Francoise doll, with vinyl head, brown sleeping eyes, long brown hair, in original box with 
plastic window and card tag --15 1/2in. (39.5cm.) high; a pair of Petitcollin sandals in original box, vest and comb 
set, a bag and three outfits, and four Petitcollin black babies boxed (plastic to window for babies set cracked) 
£30-50

172 A quantity of vintage plastic dolls twenty seven, including a Mama Doll, a Darling Baby, two bathroom sets, two 
Baby Bunty dolls, a Lulu Loveable Plastic doll --11 3/4in. (30cm.) high; a Codeg jointed baby doll with inflatable 
Airbed (six not in original packaging) 
£30-40
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173 A Petitcollin Sewing Kit, including a Petitcollin doll --9 3/4in. (25cm.) patterns and material, all in a wooden box 
and a box set of twelve Petitcollin baby dolls in original box ( plastic window cracked on two corners) 
£30-40

174 Twenty-eight small hard plastic dolls, including seven walkers, three in nation al costumes, a bride 8 1/2in. 
(21.5cm.) high, a Beefeater, two Guardsmen and others 
£30-40

175 A Galoob Boxed Bouncin’ Babies 1990 Big Sister ‘N Baby set, including battery operated big sister doll --13in. 
(33cm.)high; a baby and stroller, with instructions in original box (untested, box torn at front top corner) 
£20-30

176 A composition Topsy Turvy doll, when inverted changes from black to white version, each with painted eyes and 
mouth, moulded painted hair, white cotton dress and red checked dress --7 1 /2in. (19cm.) high; a German Jose 
2 bisque headed child doll, with brown sleeping eyes, curly brown hair, composition body, in a pink and red spot 
dress with pink bonnet and white shoes; and an other (Jose-with repainted face, possible new eyes, general 
wear) 
£30-50

177 An Urika Doll, by Madame Lucy Ulrych, representing Bmbouli girl, with celluloid head and hands, Large eyes, 
with red protruding lips, moulded pierced ears, black synthetic hair, soft cloth body with metal armatures --14in. 
(35.5cm) high, with a The Urika Doll article and a Steiff woollen Bird 
£20-40

178 Various vintage dolls and accessories , including a Rosebud 511/2 girl doll in original box --11in. (28cm.) high, a 
Roddy Walker, in white moulded dress, two Selcol Wendy's Wardrobe dolls with snap on clothes, one on original 
card backing, a PP Plastic My Dolly Twins, on heart background, a boxed set of Petitcollin baby lights (untested), 
and others (15) 
£30-50

179 Three Palitoy hand puppet dolls, a I'm Little Poppet, in original box and two Polly Pigtails, one in original box with 
instructions --10in. (25.5cm.) high (boxes with signs of wear) 
£30-50

180 Three Palitoy black dolls, a Palitoy doll with plastic head, brown painted side glancing eyes, red lips, moulded 
hair, cloth body and tag --15in. (38cm.) high; another with printed cotton dress, a small rubber baby in light green 
knitted outfit and a Kader hard plastic doll in original sealed packaging with tag (wear) 
£30-50

181 Fourteen Madame Alexander MacDonald's Happy Meal dolls, including Rapunzel, Pink Fairy, Lady Bug Girl, two 
Flower Girls. Hannah Pepper, Its Raining, happy meal box and others --5 1/2in. (14cm.) high (two without 
packaging) 
£20-40

182 Eight vintage dolls, including a Suzie Stroller the Walking Doll, with vinyl face, blue painted eyes, blonde 
synthetic hair, in original box --11in. (28cm.) high; an American Billy Walker by Alma Vogt, in original box, an 
Amanda Jane Baby in original box, a Tri-ang electric toy hair dryer, four pairs of Roddy shoes (different sizes) a 
Hartell's wooden doll swing and others (14) 
£40-60

183 Eight vintage composition dolls, including an American 1930's Patsy Anne style composition doll, with blue 
painted eyes, moulded bobbed hair, in a cream cotton dress with pink roses, socks and pink shoes --14 1/2in. 
(37.5cm.) high; a larger unmarked doll with blue sleeping eyes red painted lips, moulded hair, voice mechanism, 
in a pink floral dress, three smaller baby dolls, a Black baby by Kottlers of Cape Town, and two others 
£30-50

184 A Mrs Billie Manders presents, The Famous Quaintesques pantomime doll, with composition head, blue painted 
eyes, cloth body styled as a Pierrot, with original card tag 'Best Wishes from Billy Manders Quaintesques the pier 
amphitheatre, Rhyl, N.Wales' --10in. (25.cm.) high; a programme from the performance at the Pier Amphitheatre 
Rhyl and postcard (slight damage to right cheek) 
£30-50
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185 Various celluloid and plastic dolls, including a classic collection Schildkrot 25 boy doll, in original packaging 
(damaged) with tag --10in. (25cm.) high; a classic collection black baby, in original box with tag, a Petitcollin 30 
baby boy, in blue and cream knitted outfit (crack on nose), a Petitcollin 270 girl doll, with white and blue spotted 
dress and eleven others (wear) (15) 
£30-50

186 A set of eight Chinese dolls, in tradition al costumes, with painted features, fixed heads and jointed limbs, in 
original box --10in. (26cm.) high a modern composition chinses lady doll and selection of shoes (14) 
£30-50

187 A large quantity of Hong Kong dolls and toys, including My Travelling Baby in cardboard case, a Twelve dressed 
dolls, in original box, Little Mother's Baby in Crib, in original box --8in. (20cm.) long, a Blue-Box Swinging Baby in 
original box (box torn), a plastic wine set in original packaging, two Dream House No.833 build your own dolls 
house and others (34 bagged items) 
£40-60

188 Two silk dolls bonnets, one with embroidered details and frilled edging, two smaller vintage dolls hats, five 
working voice mechanisms, including one with image for child crying on a red background --2in. (5cm.) high; two 
small bags and a pipe 
£30-50

189 An early 20th Century German wax over composition shoulder head fairy doll, marked G H, with inset blue glass 
eyes, long auburn mohair , with sequin headband, in muslin dress with sequin edge details and under clothes 
--11in. (28cm.) high (wax to legs cracked, with loses to backs of legs, cracked at back of head and neck pinned 
to top of back , crack from left eye to shoulder) 
£30-40

190 A large quantity of dolls accessories, including five wigs, six Welsh hats of varying sizes, a Stetson, three Palitoy 
Patsy bottles, straw hats including a Kersonoxell HMS Liberty hat, parasols, wicker baskets, dummies (approx. 
21), and others (over 80 items) 
£30-50

191 A Steiff yellow tag Classic teddy bear, with card tag --12in. (30cm.) high; a Dean's Duke old English sheep dog, 
dog for ICI with card tag and a Merrythought bear 
£40-60

192 A Steiff limited edition Teddy Bear Workshop contents 2002 601 of 1902, to commemorate Steiff Centenary 
Year, depicting a traditional workshop from the turn of the century, with three teddy bears; a Richard Steiff grey 
mohair bear-- 6 1/2in. (17cm.) high; and two small golden and beige bears, in original boxes (missing room, no 
certificate) 
£80-120

193 Six Merrythought teddy bears, included a limited edition Harrods bear, 50 of 1000, signed to seam label, with 
card tag --16in. (40.5cm.) high; a dark brown mohair bear and four others 
£40-60

194 Four collectors teddy bears. two Canterbury bears, a Merrythought --14in. (35.5cm.) high; and another 
£30-50

195 Four Dean's Rag Book Co. teddy bears, a limited edition Cole, 76 of 250 with card tag -- 14in. (35.5cm.) high; 
and an unjointed golden mohair dressed teddy with striped top and red velvet trousers and two other bears 
£30-50

196 Fifth teen collectors/ manufactured teddy bears, including a House of Nisbet bear with golden plush --18in. 
(46cm.) high; a Harrods Panda, Sooty and Sweep hand puppets, a golden mohair Hermann bear, two Sun Kid 
bears with tags and others 
£30-50

197 A Steiff limited edition for LGB G Gauge Stainz Teddy Roosevelt Wagon, 427 of 1900 for the year 2002, with 
pair of bear passengers, a white mohair bear in top hat and tails and a cinnamon bear --13in. (33cm.) long 
£40-60
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198 Two small Steiff yellow tag teddy bears, a white mohair original, with card tag --7in. (18cm.) high; and a smaller 
original bendy bear 
£30-50

199 A Small Steiff Original yellow tag teddy bear, in original box with card tag --5 1/2in. (13cm.) high; and a miniature 
Steiff teddy tea set for two, in two blue drawstring bags 
£20-30

200 Three Steiff yellow tag teddy bears, a Steiff Football bear, with blonde mohair, wearing football kit with football to 
right foot --,8 1/2in. (22cm.) high; and Congratulations bear with brown mohair and another (football bear a little 
dusty) 
£30-50

201 A Steiff limited edition Trumpeter teddy bear ornament, with blonde mohair, 1130 of 5000, in original box --4 
1/2in. (11cm.) high 
£30-40

202 Seven small Steiff yellow tag teddy bears, including a pink Original teddy --4 1/2in. (11cm.) high; a light brown 
Classic bear, three clip on bears in a Steiff Box 
£30-50

203 A Steiff limited edition UK British Collectors Baby Bear Set 1989 to 1993, 1215 of 1847, in wooden presentation 
box with certificate --6 1/2in. (16.5cm.) high 
£60-80

204 Two collectors teddy bears, a 'Pickwick or Phymtersoft' Merrythought teddy bear, label to foot pad --16 ¾in. 
(42.5cm.) high; and an unknown artist teddy bear with lilac mohair 
£30-50

205 A collection of twenty three miniature teddy bears, including a YW Hunt clown bear, with tag --5 1/2in. (14cm.) 
high with hat; a Cottage Collectibles Rusty with tag, a Gund Theo with tag, a Bren Bears teddy, two teddy bear 
badges and others 
£30-50

206 Nineteen small collector/artist teddy bears, including a Mil & Lennium by Becky Wheeler on a motorbike --7in. 
(18cm.) long stand, a miniature Celemens with tag, Heike Bear with brown mohair, three miniature Y Hunt bears 
in original boxes and others 
£40-60

207 Four Hermann teddy bears, a limited edition Stanislaus 365 of 1000, with magnetic hand pads and card tag, a 
Lady With Hat, 198 of 1000, in original box with card tag --4in. (10cm.) high; and two others 
£30-50

208 Five artist/ collectors teddy bears, a Bramble Patch Bears light brown Briar Rose with woven alpaca fur, 2 of 2 
with card tag --8in. (20cm.) high; a Cranberry Bears James, with card tag, a HM Bears Blonde mohair bear by 
Iris & Ches Chesney and two Boyds bears 
£30-50

209 A teddy bear in the style of a Lakeland Bears walker bear, in a green waxed jacket, flat cap and wooden clogs 
--21in. (53cm) with a loose Lakeland Bears Grizedale Forest Bear No. 111 paper tag (no Lakeland bears label to 
bear, nibbles to underside of left clog) 
£30-50

210 Nine manufactured teddy bears, including two Flame Home bears, with amusing tags --13 1/2in. (34cm.) high; a 
Wimbledon Championship bear and others 
£20-40

211 A Steiff limited edition Year 2000 teddy bear, 7170 for the year, with blonde mohair, in original box with 
certificate --17in. (43cm.) high (tear to top of box opening) 
£40-60
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212 Two interesting Wojtek the Soldier Bear artist teddy bears , Made by Mr & Mrs WG Wilkojc, one with light wool 
plush the other with darker synthetic plush, brown and black plastic eyes on a red background, unjointed in a 
seated position; card tags, information leaflets and a newspaper article accompany the bears --12 1/2in. (32cm.) 
high seated; and two small German plastic pin jointed bears -Wojtek was a brown bear that became the faithful 
comrade to Polish soldiers, he saw action at the Battle of Monte Cassino before being evacuated to Edinburgh 
Zoo 
£30-50

213 A Hermann limited edition Golfer Hole in One teddy bear, 133 of 2000, with card tag, dressed as golfer, carrying 
club and golf ball --18in. (47cm.) high to top of hat 
£30-50

214 Three Limited edition Hermann teddy bears, a Phantom of the Opera European edition, 229 of 500, with card 
tag, a Musical Picasso Peace bear 60 of 1000, plays Amazing Grace --15in. (38cm.) high; an another (looses to 
mohair on right arm and leg of Phantom bear) 
£30-50

215 Three Limited edition Hermann teddy bears, a Queen's Special Birthday bear to celebrate the 80th Birthday of 
Queen Elizabeth II, 67 of 80 with card tag --16in. (41cm.) high; a Golden Jubilee bear 314 of 500 with card tag, 
blond mohair bear wearing blue and metallic gold crown and fur lined cloak and another 
£40-60

216 Three Limited edition Hermann teddy bears, a Sorcerer's apprentice bear, 381 of 500, with card tag, dress as a 
wizard --13 1/2in. (34cm.) high; Little Chicken Mummy, 12 of 250 with chick and card tag, and another 
£30-50

217 Three Limited edition Hermann teddy bears, a Sweet Valentine, 7 of 500, white mohair and felt heart necklace 
and card tag --15 in. (38cm.) high; a Victorian Rose, with pale pink mohair, 115 of 1000 with card tag and 
another 
£30-50

218 Three Limited edition Hermann teddy bears, a The Royal Engagement Bear, Prince William and Kate, 118 of 
250, with boxed copy of ring and with card tag --13in. (33cm) high; a Henry VIII bear, 5 of 24500 with card tag 
and another 
£30-50

219 Three Limited edition Hermann teddy bears, an Arrival of the Teddy bears, 7 of 300 with card tag, a Centennial 
Bear with embroidered newspaper, 231 of 2000 with card tag --13in. (33cm.) high; and another 
£30-50

220 Four Limited edition Hermann teddy bears, a Poinsettia Bear, 473 of 500, with card tag, a Happy New Year 2000
 bear, 265 of 2000, with card tag, a 10th Anniversary on QCV 1995 -2005 White Rose, 12 of 100, with card tag 
--14in. (35.5cm.) high; an another 
£40-60

221 A Schuco 'Janus' miniature two-faced teddy bear 1950s, metal framed jointed body with brass knob to turn his 
head, one side with metal pin eyes, black stitched nose and mouth, the other side with metal pin eyes and nose, 
white tinplate outer eyes and teethy smile with red feel protruding tongue --3 ½in. (9cm.) high 
£100-150

222 A Chad Valley Snow White and the Six Dwarves, Snow White, black mohair wig, pressed-felt doll with painted 
facial features, white lace dress with felt shoes --16in. (40.5cm) high; dwarves with cotton and felt costumes, four 
with beards (one with replacement felt blue jacket and yellow hat another with replacement blue hat, general 
wear Snow White with loses to hair) 
£60-80

223 Two Merrythought vintage soft toys, including Donkey with label to foot pad --9in. (23cm.) long; two painted 
wood pull along horses, possibly Yootha Rose (missing wheels), a folding cot and others (8) 
£30-50
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224 A 1930/40s English teddy bear, known as Alan, with blonde mohair, black stitched nose and mouth, replacement 
button eyes, swivel head, jointed limbs with remains of painted pads and inoperative growler --20 1/2in. (52cm.) 
high (wear and thinning, repairs to pads, right arm shortened) 
£30-50

225 A post-war English teddy bear, with golden mohair, orange and black glass eyes, black stitched nose, mouth and 
claws, swivel head, jointed limbs and inoperative squeaker --17 1/2in. (45cm.) high; with a selection of knitted 
clothes (some wear) 
£40-60

226 A 1920s English teddy bear, with blonde mohair, orange and black glass eyes (one chipped), black stitched nose 
and claws, swivel head, and jointed limbs --15in. (38cm.) high; a Steiff Waldi dachshound and a Billy Blue Gum 
style jointed Koala bear all seated in a blue armchair (4) 
£80-100

227 Various toys, including the Queen Dolls' House money box, with key, by Chubb & Son's Lock & Sale Co. Ltd --3 
1/2in. (9cm.) high; a Bendy Toys Clown, a Walt Disney pull cord talking Daisy Duck and Minnie Mouse; and 
others (some wear to money box, slight wear to others) (9) 
£40-60

228 A Twyford's type turquoise teddy bear, with synthetic plush, orange and black glass eyes, black stitched nose 
and mouth, swivel head and jointed limbs with remains of painted pads --20 1/2in. (52cm.) high; a Basil Brush, a 
small wooden desk and chair and another 
£50-80

229 Eleven 1960-1990's synthetic teddy bears, including two made by Susan Collard, one with white plush the other 
with beige plush, a golden plush Deans Co. Bear and others --22 1/2in. (57cm.) high largest 
£30-50

230 Six post-war English teddy bears, five with mohair, one with wool plush --18 1/2in. (47cm.) high (all with thinning, 
one missing a eye another with pads needing attention) 
£30-50

231 A Chiltern white plush teddy bear, with orange and black plastic eyes, a black plastic dog nose, black stitched 
mouth, swivel head and jointed limbs --14in. (35.5cm.) high 
£40-60

232 A 1920/30s Farnell teddy bear, with blonde mohair, replacement black shoe button eyes, remains of black 
stitched nose, and claws, swivel head and jointed limbs --22in. (56cm.) high (thinning, top of leg seams loose to 
both legs, pads replaced) 
£80-120

233 A 1930s teddy bear, with deep golden mohair, orange and black glass eyes, brown stitched nose and mouth --21
 1/2in. (54.5cm.) high (head needs attaching, leg seams unstitched, missing ears, stuffing and foot pads) 
£50-80

234 A Schuco Yes /No panda bear, with white and black mohair, clear and black glass eye with painted back (one 
missing) --5 1/4in. (13cm.) high; and a Yes/ No elephant (elephant missing eye trunk loose and some wear, 
Panda head loose) 
£60-80

235 A 1920/30s English teddy bear, with blonde mohair, orange and black glass eyes, pronounced muzzle, swivel 
head and jointed limbs --23in. (53cm.) high; and an Invicta golden mohair teddy bear (Invicta food pads need 
attention, back of head joint seams at needs attention and hand pads patched/covered to larger bear) 
£50-80

236 Eight late English teddy bears, including two Deans Rag Book Co. --15in. (38cm.) high largest 
£50-80

237 Fourteen Sheepskin teddy bears, including a Tinka Bell Toy Koala --11 1/2in.(29cm.) high -the koala belonged to 
Lavender Groves a talented artist and potter, and comes with a picture of her home, 'The Tudor House' which 
she and her husband turned into a museum (slight wear, one bear with loose head) 
£30-50
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238 Three Blue mohair teddy bears, Twilight with orange and black glass eyes, black stitched nose and mouth swivel 
head and jointed limbs, inoperative squeaker --14 1/2in. (36cm.) high; and a smaller art silk blue bear (two 
balding, one missing eyes, other with remains of one) 
£60-80

239 A Chiltern post-war pressure operated musical teddy bear, with blonde mohair, orange and black glass eyes, 
black stitched nose and mouth swivel head and jointed limbs, card lined feet --18in. (45.5cm.) high; and another 
unjointed bear with chimes (wear and areas of balding to Chiltern, pads in need of attention to other) 
£50-80

240 Four Irish teddy bears, two dressed bear friends which would like to remain together, a larger golden mohair, 
with orange and black plastic eyes, black stitched nose and mouth swivel head and jointed limbs --21 1/2in. 
(54.5cm.) high; and a Panda (general age related wear) (6) 
£50-80

241 Four teddy bear friends, including a pink wool plush bear with integral felt clothes, swivel head --8in. (20cm.) 
high; a possible Pedigree unjointed bear with large blue and black plastic eyes and floral fabric body and others 
£50-80

242 Three 1930s German teddy bears, all with golden mohair, black stitched noses and mouths, slotted and slotted 
in ears --24in. (61cm.) high largest (all missing an ear, wear and thinning) 
£50-80

243 A Chiltern push-along horse on wheels, Circa 1940s, blonde mohair, orange and black glass eyes, black stitched 
nostrils, black felt hooves, Chiltern label on underside. Red painted steel chassis, on four wheels --20in. 
(50.5cm) high to top of handle (thinning to back of legs, small hole to front left hoof) 
£20-30

244 A Merrythought Thumper Rabbit, with swivel head and jointed arms, label to foot pad --13 1/2in. (34cm.) high; 
and two 1950's Queen Elizabeth II coronation embroidery samples (slight wear) 
£30-40

245 Three scratch built Gypsy Caravans, the large modelled as a Burton style caravan, painted red with yellow 
wheels and shafts, traditional painted decoration all around, opening to reveal, two beds, woodburning stove and 
cupboards --25 3/4in. (65cm.) long; two smaller caravans and a dray carrying barrels (dusty) 
£60-80

246 A collection of childhood television favourite toys and Jigsaw puzzles, including a thirteen Camberwick Green 
figures --6 1/2in. (16.5cm.) high; a Camberwick Green biscuit tin, a collection of Enid Blyton Noddy story books 1
 -24 (missing no.18); a Trupmton Jig saw puzzle and others (age related wear) (43) 
£40-60

247 A collection of wind up toys, including a tin plate Russian girl -- 6 1/2in. (16cm.) high; a bird, two boxed Newt 
Dogs and others (some wear to all, clown with arms broken) (20) 
£30-40

248 Six wind up vintage toys, including a knitting cat in original box, a bear with flash camera in original box, a gorilla 
playing the drums --10 1/2in. (26cm.) high; and others 
£40-60

249 A Mobo 1940 - 50s child's pedal /pull along horse, with remains of original sticker to chest --30 1/2in. (77cm.) 
high; and a Mobo yellow pedal car (all in worn condition) 
£30-40

250 Fourteen vintage hand puppets, including a parrot, two dogs, a Native American, sheep and others in a small 
brown case 
£30-40

251 A 1930s Gottschalk America style dolls’ house stamped 6700, with shuttered windows, widows walk, textured 
cardboard tiled roof, porch on each side and balustraded garden along front, front opening to reveal six rooms, 
original internal papers —33in. (84cm.) wide (exterior repainted and missing one end of garden balustrade) - see 
Cieslik Reprints artist Gottschalck 1892-1931 page 239 
£40-60
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252 A Circa 1970s Lundby dolls' house, open fronted with five rooms, on a stand with tapering legs --28in.(71cm.) 
wide by 27in.(68.5cm.) high; a election of furniture and fifteen wooden dolls (age related wear) 
£30-50

253 A 1940s Tri-ang dolls' house No.77 front opening to reveal hallway, stairs, four rooms and a garage, mounted on 
wooden base, Tri-and sticker on back --33.75 in. (84.5 cm) wide by 20 1/2in. (52cm) high. (age related wear) 
£40-60

254 A Jim Hemsley Tigger Pond 1/24th scale modern miniaturist dolls’ March 1995, A Tudor style dolls house, front 
opening to reveal three rooms, stair to side, fully furnished inside as a mad professors work laboratory, on a 
stone effect base, marked Tigger Pond doll Houses March 1995 Jim Hemsley, plaque to back of house, 
electrically lit (untested) --14in. (35.5cm.) wide by 20 1/2in. (52cm.) high 
£300-400

255 A Jim Hemsley Tigger Pond wall mounted modern miniaturist dolls’ house Cream pebble dash effect with three 
green windows and front door, cockles and whelks market cart and seller outside, front opening to reveal three 
furnished rooms, TP 96 carved into back board --18in. (46cm.) high 
£150-250

256 A Jim Hemsley Tigger Pond 1/24th scale modern miniaturist dolls’ house in a Tudor style, front opening, to 
reveal five rooms, part furnished --18in. (46cm.) high by 9 1/2in. (24cm.) wide 
£200-300

257 A Jim Hemsley Tigger Pond 1/24th scale modern miniaturist wall mounted school dolls’ house front opening to 
reveal school scene, fully furnished and electrically-lit plaque to back --18 1/2in. (47cm.) high (bell loose to 
tower) 
£150-250

258 A Jim Hemsley Tigger Pond 1/24th scale modern miniaturist wall mounted dolls’ house The Vicarage, a Tudor 
style house, front opening to reveal three fully furnished rooms, plaque to back --18 1/4in. (47.5cm.) high 
(chimney loose) 
£150-250

259 A Jim Hemsley Tigger Pond 1/24th scale modern miniaturist wall mounted dolls’ house cake shop, front opening 
to reveal two rooms, fully furnished and electrically lit, with plaque to back --19 1/2in. (50cm.) high 
£150-200

260 A very large selection of small sized dolls clothes including manufactured and home made; elven manufactured 
rompers, eleven handmade dresses, thirty three cardigans many with matching trousers, knitted bonnets, and 
booty's, three Roddy Romper suits and one Roddy dress, twenty nine pairs of knickers, a selection of hand 
crocheted clothes, a brown coat and other items (approx. 200 items) 
£30-50

261 A very large selection of medium sized dolls clothes including manufactured and homemade, two 'Fashions 
designed by Danny 'outfits, eleven manufactured hats, eight petticoats, nine cardigans, a turquoise knitted outfit 
with hat, seven knitted hats, and other items (140 items) 
£30-50

262 Thirty two Twinkle magazines, from 1970 to 1982, and eighteen Bunty magazines dating from 1982 to 1983 
(some age related wear) 
£20-40

263 A large quantity of paper doll sets and books including a Philmar Dress Dolly, with eleven National Costume 
dresses and paper doll in original folder, a Baby Ann, and Baby Nancy with Nursey and clothes by Queen 
Holden, Dolls of the 1930's by Janet Nason, a Hobby horse Press Victorian Ornaments, a Precious Paper Dolls 
book by Cynthia Erfurt Musser and Forty five other sets 
£20-30

264 A quantity of dolls clothing books and patterns, including, How To Dress an Old-Fashioned Doll by Mary H 
Morgan, Custom Dressing Dolls by Helen Hansen, Heirloom Doll Clothes, The Book to Doll Clothes by Aunt 
Marie and Helene (German) and fifty five knitting patterns/ pattern books for dolls clothes and others 
£20-30
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265 Nineteen Hong Kong plastic fashion dolls dressed as Queens and Queen Consorts of the past four centuries, 
including Adelaide Saxe- Coburg, Caroline if Anspach, Sophia of Celle --12in. (30.5cm) high (one with head 
loose) 
£30-40

266 Two small Rosebud hard plastic babies, with sleeping blue eyes, jointed limbs in white gowns --6 1/2in. 
(16.5cm.) high; a reproduction bisque headed child doll on cloth body, a plastic baby and a selection of small doll 
clothes and materials. 
£30-50

267 A selection of vintage and modern dolls house chattels, including a four poster bed --7 3/4in. (19.5cm.) high; a 
wooden bench, two room dividers, two fireplaces, a German lead lucky pig probably a pen wipe and other items 
£30-50

268 Four artist dolls, including a Vernon Seeley 1979, Pearly Queen, with brown fixed glass eyes and jointed body 
--20in. (51cm.) high; two C Paul 1989 dolls and another 
£30-50

269 Various dolls, including a Minerva 9 toddler celluloid doll, with blue lashed fixed eyes, blond painted moulded 
hair, with jointed limbs in a green and blue stripped dress --19in. (48.5cm) high; a Raynal character baby doll, six 
doll outfits, a small wooden cot and others (age related wear) (10) 
£30-50

270 A large quantity of vintage and modern dolls' house accessories, including a Doll-I-Toy Doll's House, a Jouef 
miniature farm house, a selection of farmyard animals; pigs, cows, goats, sheep, four boxed Mettoy doll's house 
furniture sets, a large quantity of del Prado Dolls' House Step by Step kits (2 boxes) 
£40-60

271 Two Ashton Drake (Gene) dolls, the 5th Anniversary 2000, Heart of Hollywood no. 1337, in original box with 
certificate and outer packaging --15 1/4in. (39.cm.) high; and a Gene as Red Venus, no.B14845, in original box 
with certificate and outer packaging 
£50-80

272 Two Ashton Drake (Gene) dolls, a Song of Spain, no.8352 in original box with certificate and outer packaging -- 
15 1/2in. (39.5cm.) high; and an other in in original box with outer packaging (no certificate) 
£40-60

273 Three Robert Tonner Doll Company Tyler Wentworth collection dolls, including a Ready to Wear Romance 
Angelina, original box with certificate --15 1/2in. (39.5cm.) high; and two others in original boxes 
£60-80

274 Four modern collectors dolls, including two Madame Alexander Dolls; a Magazine Launch Alex, in original box 
with certificate and outer packaging --15in. (38cm.) high; a Brenda Starr Reporter vinyl doll, in original box and 
another 
£40-60

275 Peggy Nisbet historical figures, King Arthur, Mary Queen of Scots wedding dress and Fotheringay, Queen 
Matilda, Queen Caroline of Brunswick, Catherine of Braganza, Margaret of Anjou, Eleanor of Aquitaine, The 
Prince Regent, Queen Berengaria, Henry II and Catherine Howard, in original boxes and five others unboxed 
£40-60

276 Peggy Nisbet historical figures, King Charles II, Princess Charlotte, King Richard I, Standard Bearer, Kong 
Richard III, Countess of Castlemaine, Nell Gwyn, Frances, Countess of Jersey, Empress Josephine, William the 
Conqueror, Duchess of Portsmouth and Mrs Fitzherbert, in original boxes and four others unboxed 
£40-60

277 A Jim Hemsley Tigger Pond 1/24th scale modern miniaturist dolls house The Highway Man Inn, front opening to 
reveal two rooms, fully furnished and electrically lit, with plaque to side--20 1/2in. (52cm.) high 
£300-400

278 A Jim Hemsley Tigger Pond 1/24th scale modern miniaturist dolls’ house The Church, front opening to reveal a 
Harvest festival services, fully furnished and electrically lit ---20 1/2in. (52cm.) high (small stain to front) 
£250-300
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279 A quantity of modern dolls' house dolls and furniture, nine dolls of varying sizes, including one in Stocks, a Pirate 
with parrot --6in. (15.5cm.) high, pictures and tools to make repairs 
£20-30

280 A modern miniaturist dolls' house, in a Tudor Inn style, with five windows and front door, front opening to reveal 
five rooms, fully furnished, including thirteen dolls' house dolls --31in. (79cm.) high by 31 1/2in.(80cm.) wide 
(remains of glue to the bottom right hand side of house, where items had been attached to front, chimneys loose, 
flaking to paint on roof) 
£60-80

281 Five pairs of child/baby shoes, including brown leather lace up boots, a pair of red leather shoes and others 
£20-30

282 Various doll or teddy related toys, including six small chairs, two sewing machines, a Tallest small wooden 
musical box and an Asian style jewellery box -- 13in.(33cm.0 wide 
£30-50

283 Three doll or teddy bear chairs, two wicker Peacock style chairs, a small wooden Windsor style chair --21 1/2in. 
(54.5cm.) high and a small sleigh 
£30-50

284 A quantity of teddy bear ornaments, including three Merrythought International Collection club bears --2 1/2in. 
(6cm.) high; a limited edition world of bears miniature bear in box, three Cloth Tag Originals by Debbie Folkes, a 
Basil Brush cup, plate and bowl set, four small rabbits and others (Bail plate piece broken from rim) (24) 
£30-50

285 A collection of teddy bear badges, twenty nine, including a silver Merrythought wishbone pin in original box, two 
Merrythought annual open day badges for 1999, and two for 1996, a Paddington Bear badge, six teddy bear pill 
boxes, five small metal boxes, and two teddy suitcases (43) 
£50-80

286 A collection of sewing/needle craft items, including two a leather topped sewing kit --11 1/4in. (28.5cm.) wide; a 
wooden spool holder, a smaller sewing box, The Cult of the Needle by Flora Klickmann and other items (12) 
£30-50

287 A 1930s Smith's Potato Crisps shop counter box. petrol blue --9 1/2in. (24cm.) high; a vintage Oxo tin; and three 
modern tins 
£40-60

288 A Pam Howells Bears that are special teddy bear, 1 of 1, purple with black tipped mohair, dark purple and black 
glass eyes, black stitched nose and mouth, swivel head and jointed limbs, with card tag signed February 1999 
Pam Howells --22 1/2in. (57cm.) high 
£40-60

289 A Steiff yellow tag Original unjointed teddy bear with golden plush -- 12in. (30cm) high; a pink pin jointed bear 
(missing an eye, balding) and a selection of teddy clothes (18) 
£30-50

290 Three limited edition Hermann teddy bears, Including a Smoky Annual Bear 1998, with card tag, Colby German 
Artist Bear by Biggi Netzel, 114 of 500 --18in. (46cm.) high; and another 
£30-50

291 An Out of the Woods, Allen, Artist Teddy Bear by Sam Salter, 1 of 1, with light brown cashmere, black glass 
eyes black stitched nose and mouth, fully jointed, dressed with card tag --18 1/2in. (47cm.) high 
£40-60

292 A limited edition Lord Nelson Hermann teddy bear, UK exclusive memorial bear, 1805-2005, 155 of 200, dressed 
as Nelson with card tag --17 1/2in. (44cm.) high 
£30-50

293 Four limited edition Herman teddy bears from the Round Table series, a Sir Lancelot, 102 of 500 with card tag, 
Queen Guinevere, 236 of 500 with card tag, Merlin 272 of 500 with card tag and Kind Arthur 164 of 500 --15in. 
(38cm.) high (Arthur missing tag) 
£50-80
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294 Three limited edition Hermann teddy bears, The Golden Bear, with musical movement playing, let me be your 
teddy bear and the Little Golden Book, 191 of 1000, with card tag --13 3/4in. (35cm.) high; an The Angel with 
golden Wings, 34 of 500 with card tag and a Bruno JJ1, Mister Petz Brown Bear on all fours, with Alpaca fur and 
double neck joint, 231 of 250 with card tag 
£30-50

295 Three limited edition Hermann teddy bears, a Claude Monet Water - Lily bear, 508 of 100, with card tag --15in. 
(38cm.) high; a Geisha Bear 6 of 1000, with card tag and another 
£30-50

296 Three limited edition Hermann teddy bears, a Richard the Lion heart form the Sherwood Forest Series, 92 of 
500, with card tag --17 1/2in. (44.5cm.) high including hat; a Commemorative Queen Victoria bear, 80 of 500 
with card tag and another (Richard with balding right leg, area around right leg joint, right arm and damage to 
stitched on foot pad) 
£30-50

297 Three limited edition Hermann teddy bears, a Hermann classic Black Bear 17 of 250, with card tag --12 1/2in. 
(31.5cm.) high; a Papageno Classic Music bear, plays Das Glockenspiel from the opera the magic Flute, 266 of 
500 with card a tag and another 
£30-50

298 Three limited edition Dean's Rag Book Co. teddy bears, a Jill Baxter Bilberry, 342 of 500 with card tag --16in. 
(40.5cm.) high; a Jill Baxter, Judd 21 of 300 (no tag) and a Jungle Jim, 3 of 500 with card tag 
£60-80

299 Two limited edition Dean's Rag Book Co. teddy bears, The Jill Baxter Centenary Year bear, 57 of 500 (1093 
-2003) with card tags and a Janet Clark Jack Junior 430 of 500 with card tag --16 1/2in. (42cm.) high 
£60-80

300 Two limited edition Cambrian Bears Ltd artist teddy bear by Diane Morris, Topper 58 of 1000 --16in (40.5cm.) 
high; and Harry 200 of 750 with card tags 
£40-60

301 A limited edition Cambrian Bears Ltd artist teddy bear by Diane Morris, Winnie 62 of 500, with blonde mohair 
and card tag --17 1/2in. (44cm.) high 
£30-50

302 Two limited edition Cambrian Bears Ltd artist teddy bear by Diane Morris, a Whopper, 64 of 1000, with dark 
brown tipped mohair --17 1/2in. (44cm.) high; and Harry 289 of 750, both with card tags 
£40-60

303 Three limited edition Hermann teddy bears, the last Hermann Bear Coburg in the old Millennium, Old Twenties 
Replica- No.139 limited production to four days 20 -23 Dec 1999 with card tag --18 1/2in. (47cm.) high; a Kara 
Bear 15 of 100 with card tag and another 
£30-50

304 Three limited edition Hermann teddy bears, a QVC 12th Anniversary Bear, with pale pink mohair, 25 of 100, with 
card tag --14 1/2in. (37cm.) high; a Classic Lavender bear 69 of 250, with card tag and another 
£30-50

305 Three limited edition Hermann teddy bears, a Hermann replica Antique Bear, 360 of 2000 with card tag --15in. 
(38cm.) high; a Yes/ No Nicky replica 1938 bear, 1417 of 3000 with card tag and another 
£30-50

306 Three limited edition Hermann teddy bears, a European edition Born to Ride bears, 483 of 500, with card tag 
and an American edition 67 of 500 with American flag pin badge --18 1/2in. (47cm.) high and another 
£40-60

307 Two limited edition Hermann German artist teddy bears by Biggi Netzel, a Jacomo, 150 of 500, with curly blonde 
mohair, swivel head and jointed limbs, with card tag --13in. (33cm.) high; and Jemas 89 of 500 with card tag 
£30-50
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308 An extremely large unjointed Asiatic black moon bear, with black and white synthetic plush and claws --30 
(76cm.) high; a limited edition Schuco Tricky bear, 1412 of 1500, with card tag and an Oswald by bear artist Ruth 
(Schuco with stains to foot pads, holes to under side of legs, card tag damaged, buttons rusty 
£30-40

309 Three limited edition Artist Showcase Dean's Rag Book Co. teddy bears, a Candy by Janet Clark, 48 of 250, with 
card tags --20 1/2 in. (52cm.) high; Woody 61 of 500 by Frank Webster, with card tag and Truffles by Janet 
Clark, 383 of 1500 (Truffles with no tag, one claw stich loose to Candy) 
£40-60

310 Three limited edition Dean's Rag Book Co. teddy bears, a Little Donny, 168 of 1000, with card tag --18in. 
(45.5cm.) high; a Churchill 38 of 50 with card tag (loose) and another (3) 
£30-50

311 Four limited edition Herman teddy bears, a Princess of Hearts, 372 of 500, with card tag--16 1/2in. (42cm.) high; 
a Cinderella Bear, 20 of 495 with card tag and two smaller bears 
£30-50

312 Four boxed teddy bears, a Wendy Boston cream synthetic plush unjointed bear, with original tag --14 1/4in.
(36.5cm) high box; a Boogie the bendable bear, a Bears world blue cowboy bear and two others (creasing to 
boxes, plastic window loose to Wendy Boston bear) - from the Susan Collard Collection 
£50-80

313 A post- war Chad Valley teddy bear, with golden mohair, orange and black glass eyes, black stitched nose and 
mouth, painted pads and inoperative growler --25 1/2in. (65cm.) high (slight thinning) -from the Susan Collard 
Collection 
£50-80

314 A post -war teddy bear possibly English, with golden mohair, orange and black glass eyes, black stitched nose 
and mouth and claws, reverse pads and heavy for size --17 1/2in. (44.5cm.) high (disk joints showing to top of 
legs and right arm, head joint needs attention as restitched) -from the Susan Collard Collection 
£40-60

315 Thirteen vintage teddy bears, including an apricot synthetic plush bear, with pronounced muzzle, brown metal 
shoe button eyes, black stitched nose and painted pads --14in. (35.5cm.) high; a possibly homemade brown 
bear with green inner ears and others (some wear) -from the Susan Collard Collection 
£30-50

316 Five Farnell teddy bears, including a beige teddy pyjama case with label to foot pad--15 1/2in. (39cm.) long; an 
unjointed grey and cream bear, a golden mohair bear and others(slight wear) -from the Susan Collard Collection 
£50-70

317 Four post -war teddy bears, two Pedigree bears, one musical with label to back seam and a Chad Valley --25in. 
(63.cm.) high largest (slight wear) -from the Susan Collard Collection 
£50-80

318 An early 1910/20s teddy bear possibly American, with blonde mohair, black shoe button eyes, pronounced 
muzzle, black stitched nose, pin jointed limbs and inoperative squeaker --13in. (33cm.) high (limbs patched at 
joints, balding) -from the Susan Collard Collection 
£50-80

319 Two English teddy bears, a Chiltern type with remains blonde mohair orange and black glass eyes, black 
stitched nose and mouth --17in. (43cm.) high; and a 1930s English bear with golden mohair (pads replaced to 
Chiltern type, bald, English bears neck loose at seam, revealing disk, missing an eye would benefit from a clean, 
worn) -from the Susan Collard Collection 
£50-80

320 Two German teddy bears, with golden mohair --16 1/2in. (42cm.) high largest; and a Chiltern type (worn) -from 
the Susan Collard Collection (3) 
£50-80

321 Seven British teddy bears, including three post -war Pedigree bears, one with chest label --18in. (46cm.) high; a 
Deans Rag Book Co. and others (some wear to all) -from the Susan Collard Collection 
£50-80
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322 Twenty Six vintage manufactured teddy bears, unjointed, mohair and synthetic plush, including two Pandas, in 
varying sizes --19 1/2in. (49.5cm.) high (some wear) -from the Susan Collard Collection 
£30-50

323 A 1930/40s English teddy bear. with dark golden mohair, black stitched eyes, pronounced muzzle, black stitched 
nose, swivel head with jointed limbs --21 1/2in. (54.5cm.) high (thinning, pads replaced, stitched repairs to legs 
and top of back) -from the Susan Collard Collection 
£40-60

324 Two 1930s German teddy bears, the larger with bright golden mohair, orange and black glass eyes, black 
stitched nose and mouth, swivel head, jointed limbs, slotted in ears and inoperative growler --16 1/2in. (42cm.) 
high; and a smaller pin jointed bear (replacement pads to larger bear, thinning to smaller bear) -from the Susan 
Collard Collection 
£50-80

325 Three English teddy bears, a Chiltern bears, both with orange and black glass eyes, black stitched nose and 
mouth, swivel head and jointed limbs --14 1/2in. (37cm.) high largest; and a wool plush bear (areas of balding 
and wear to all), largest head in need of attention) -from the Susan Collard Collection 
£50-80

326 Six post-war British teddy bears, two with blonde mohair, four with golden mohair, all with orange and black 
glass eyes, black stitched nose and mouth, swivel head, jointed limbs --15 in. (38cm.) high (thinning, one with 
chipped glass eye, some wear) -from the Susan Collard Collection 
£50-80

327 Six vintage teddy bears, including a 1950s Polar bear and cub, a Panda styled bear, and a 1950s Chiltern 
musical Bruin Teddy bear with label to side seam --13 1/2in. (34cm.) high; and others (some wear and thinning) -
from the Susan Collard Collection 
£50-80

328 Eight large manufactured vintage teddy bears including a light and darker blue panda, a golden mohair, a grey 
long plush bear --24in (61cm.) high (some wear) -from the Susan Collard Collection 
£50-80

329 A 1930s English teddy bear, with remains of golden mohair, orange and black glass eyes, pronounced muzzle, 
black stitched nose and mouth, swivel head, jointed limbs and pigeon chest --15in. (38cm.) high; a larger 
German teddy and another (centre seam undone to and pads replaced o English bear, pads covered to German 
bear, other bear bald )-from the Susan Collard Collection (3) 
£60-80

330 Four Chad Valley teddy bears, two with blonde mohair, one with golden mohair and a Cubby bear, with 
cinnamon and cream mohair and labels to underside of legs --12in. (30cm.) high (two missing eyes cubby with 
replacement button eyes wear and areas of balding) -from the Susan Collard Collection 
£60-80

331 Three soft toy animal friends, an interesting pin jointed elephant teddy bear, probably continental --11 1/2in. 
(29cm.) high; a lamb and a small panda (elephants head needs re -attaching, missing an eye, lamb worn and 
missing eyes) -from the Susan Collard Collection 
£50-80

332 Two Twyford type teddy bears, with white mohair, orange and black plastic eyes, black stitched nose and mouth, 
swivel head, jointed limbs and four friends, including a Bell & Bell sheepskin with chest label --13in. (33cm.) high 
largest (pads replaced with blue felt, brown bear with hole to side of face and small hole in left pad) -from the 
Susan Collard Collection 
£50-80

333 Three teddy bear friends, including a large Irish bear with golden mohair, orange and black glass eyes, 
pronounced muzzle, black stitched nose and mouth, swivel head, jointed limbs, and remains of made in Eire 
label to foot pad) 23in. (58cm) high; and two others ( thinning to all, hand pads replaced to lrish bear) -from the 
Susan Collard Collection 
£50-80
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334 A large post-war teddy bear, with brown mohair, orange and black plastic eyes, black stitched nose and mouth, 
swivel head, jointed limbs --31 1/2in. (80cm.) high; and a quality golden sheepskin bear (slight wear) -from the 
Susan Collard Collection 
£40-60

335 Bonus Bear a post-war art silk teddy bear, who stared in BBC 1 Bargain Hunt, as the bonus buy, with orange and 
black plastic eyes, black stitched nose and mouth, swivel head, jointed limb, a DVD recoding of the show, plus 
auction sales catalogue, and hand written details --20in. (50.5cm.) high (would benefit form a clean) -from the 
Susan Collard Collection 
£30-50

336 Three Post War Chad Valley teddy bears, the largest with blonde mohair, black stitched nose and mouth, swivel 
head, jointed limbs, inoperative growler and label to foot pad --18in. (45.5cm.) high (missing eyes, some thinning 
to all) -from the Susan Collard Collection 
£50-80

337 A quantity of art silk teddy bears, including three unjointed pandas, a golden bear with black and white plastic 
eyes swivel head jointed limbs and white pads --13in. (33cm.) high; and others (two with areas of balding, and 
missing an ear, general age related wear to rest) -from the Susan Collard Collection (13) 
£50-80

338 A large quantity of unjointed manufactured teddy bears, including a large Chad Valley bear, with peach synthetic 
plush --28in. (71cm.) high; a Blossom Toy, musical brown bear, with white muzzle and label to side seam and 
twenty six others (slight wear) -from the Susan Collard Collection 
£30-50

339 Four English teddy bears, including a blonde mohair, with orange and black glass eyes, pronounced mizzle, 
black stitched nose and mouth, swivel head, jointed limbs --16 1/2in. (42cm.) high; and three others 
(replacement ears, thinning) -from the Susan Collard Collection 
£50-80

340 A 1930s Merrythought Dixie doll, with black felt face, black and white inset glass eyes, black velvet body and 
woven label 'made in England by Merrythought Ltd', to inner leg --22in. (56cm.) high (not original dress, top of 
right arm loose at seam) -from the Susan Collard Collection 
£40-60

341 A 1930s Chad Valley clown bear, with blue mohair body, white inner ears, and label to foot pad --12 1/2in. 
932cm.) high (missing eyes, bald areas, thinning to left hand pad, would benefit from a clean)-from the Susan 
Collard Collection 
£40-60

342 Hantel Miniatures Cinderella set, a Cinderella in rag, Prince Charming, the two Ugly Sisters, a pumpkin 
ensemble --2 1/2in. (6cm.) wide; rats and mice and three post cards (15) 
£60-80

343 Hantel Miniatures complete alphabet set, varying sizes, Zebra --2in. (5cm.) high 
£60-80

344 Five Hantel Miniatures, two membership Drummer Boys' with certificate, Two membership Lucky Pigs with 
certificate, a Frog Prince, three post cards and a Kitty Cucumber cardboard house -- 8 1/4in. (21cm.) high 
£50-80

345 A Hantel Wedding Folly, painted cream --6 3/4in. (17cm.) high; a cat bride, dog groom, mouse, cake and flowers, 
with postcard depicting the development of the wedding folly 
£50-80

346 Six Hantel Miniatures, including a Grodnerthal style Peg Doll --1 3/4in. (4.5cm.) high; a Nutcracker Soldier, a 
dressed monkey, two birds in glass domes and another 
£50-80

347 Four Hantel membership gift miniatures, a Pinocchio 1996, The Easter Extravaganza 1992 --2in. (5cm.) high; 
the water Fairy 1995, all with certificates an elf with present and three postcards and signed 1992 Collection 
catalogue 
£50-80
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348 A Hantel Miniatures Noah's arc, with Noah, his wife, a pair of elephants, camels, peacocks, zebras and cheaters 
--1 3/4in. (4.5cm.) wide; and a horse and buggy 
£40-60

349 Twelve Hantel Miniatures, including a Golly, a pull a- long toy horse, two chickens with two chicks, a Goose with 
egg and a lady --13/4in. (4.5cm.) high; and others 
£50-80

350 A Hantel Miniatures Santa and his sleigh, from the Christmas collection --3 1/2in.(9cm.) long sleigh, with 
reindeer and an unopened Hantel Christmas cracker 
£40-60

351 A Hantel Miniatures Punch and Judy set, including Punch, Judy, policeman, crocodile, stage --2 1/2in. (6.5cm.) 
high; and two others (7) 
£40-60

352 A Hantel Miniatures Circus set, the ring master, an acrobat, clown with hoop and two poodles, two horses, and 
others --2 1/2in. (6.5cm.) high tallest (14) 
£50-80

353 Ten Hantel Miniatures, including three monkey musician, a set of four white rabbits, two Scottie dogs --1in. 
(2.5cm.) high with bones and others 
£50-80

354 Hantel Nursey Rhyme Miniatures, comprising of The Owl and the Pussy Cat --2 1/2in. (6.5cm.) long Hey Diddle 
Diddle, and Puss in Boots (8) 
£50-80

355 Three Hantel Miniatures, a goat, a donkey --2 1/4in. (5.5cm.) high; and another 
£40-60

356 A Hantel Miniatures Allices adventures in Wonder Land, the Duchess, a gryphon, the Cheshire cat, tea party 
mushroom table --2 1/2in. (6.5cm.) high; Alice, the Mad Hatter and others (11) 
£60-80

357 A Hantel Miniatures Nursey group, a crib with baby, --1 1/2in. (4cm.) long; a cat on a rocking chair and a table 
and chairs set 
£40-60

358 Six Hantel Miniatures possibly the Ugly Bug Ball, including a fiddle playing cricket --2in. (5cm.) high; two 
butterfly's, a mouse and others 
£40-60

359 Thirteen Hantel Miniature cats, including a Father Christmas, a clown, a baby, a sailor, a set of five tortoiseshell 
cats -- 11/2in. (3.5cm.) high; and others 
£40-60

360 A collection of Hantel Miniatures Nursey Rhyme characters, a Little Boy Blue, Humpty Dumpty, Jack and Jill 
--2in. (5cm.) high; and others (8) 
£50-70

361 Six Hantel Miniature animals, including a donkey in repose --2 1/2in. (6cm.) wide; a bear on all fours, a king 
fisher two kolas and another 
£50-80

362 Six Hantel Miniatures, including the stork baby and nest set --2in. (6.5cm) stork; a rocking horse, a baby in 
pushchair and others 
£40-60

363 A Hantel wooden wall mounted display cabinet, with varying sized cubicles --28in. (71cm.) high; and a Set of 
The Hantel Illustrate Gazette Volumes 1 to 5 all issues and issue Six volume 1 and other membership 
information 
£40-60
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364 A Hantel wooden wall mounted display cabinet, with varying sized cubicles --28in. (71cm.) high; and collectors 
catalogues for 1989 -1991 and 1993 -1997 and a collection of postcards 
£40-60

365 Four Hantel miniatures, the hardy tin soldier, dancer, fish --1 3/4in. (4.5cm.) high; a paper boat and postcard; 
based on the Steadfast Tin Soldier fairy tale by Hans Christian Andersen 
£30-50

366 A Hantel Miniatures teddy bears picnic, nine teddy bears, a tree --2 3/4in. (7cm.) high; toadstool, cake and 
others (27) 
£40-60

367 Five collectors teddy bears, a limited edition Merrythought Diamond Jubilee teddy bear, no 337, in original box 
with certificate --18in. (46cm.) high; two Harrods bears and others (dusty, bottom of box has come loose,can be 
re glued) 
£60-80

368 Two Steiff yellow tag teddy bears, including a Classic with golden mohair and original box --14in. (35cm.) high 
£50-80

369 A Steiff limited edition British Collectors teddy bear 2007 "Old Black Bear", 2872 of 3000, with grey-tipped 
mohair, an exclusive to UK & Ireland, in original box with certificate -- 15 3/4in. (40cm.) high 
£40-60

370 A Steiff limited edition Dicky replica 1935 teddy bear, 1034 of 4000, with blonde mohair, in original box with 
certificate -- 9 3/4in. (25cm.) high 
£40-60

371 Two Steiff yellow tag teddy bears, including a Classic 1920 replica, with dark brown mohair --9 3/4in. 925cm) 
high; both in original boxes 
£40-60

372 A quantity of dolls' house furniture, including two brass chairs--4 1/2in. (11cm.) high; a fret work fireplace, rugs, a 
selection of condiments and other items 
£30-50

373 Eight, plastic and celluloid dolls, including a Gotz doll, with sleeping blue eyes, auburn hair, in a knitted outfit and 
in original box --15 1/2in. (39cm.) high; a Pedigree doll in floral dress with pale green cardigan, an Italian Ratti 50
 and others (plastic loose to window box, general age related wear) 
£30-50

374 Two American Girl dolls, including an American Girl Kit Kittredge from the Historical Characters series, with blue 
sleeping eyes, a sprinkling of freckles across her nose, blonde bob, with cotton body, vinyl jointed limbs and 
swivel head, in original box with meet Kit Kittredge book --18in. (46cm.) high; and another 
£50-70

375 A quantity of Mattel vintage Liddle Kiddle dolls, including, Liddle Kiddle “Skediddle Kiddle” Sheila 1967, four 
Jewellery Kiddies, Lemons Striddle, 1968, red dress with white hearts, yellow apron, a Pretty Priddle doll, a 
Slipsy Sliddle, 1968, four Kola Kiddle dolls in bottles (14) 
£40-50

376 A quantity of Mattel vintage Kiddle Kologne dolls, including a Lily of the Valley in original perfume bottle --4 1/2in. 
(11.5cm.) high; and thirteen others without bottles 
£30-40

377 A quantity of small vintage dolls, comprising of a Penny Sweet --5 3/4in. (14.5cm.) high; fiftteen Hasbro dolls and 
another (16) 
£20-30

378 Six vinyl/plastic dolls, including two Chiltern dolls with stripped dresses --16 1/2in. (41cm.) high; a Poupees 
Bella, a selection of dolls clothes and Pedigree red plastic car 
£20-30
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379 An American both doll with printed face circa 1910, the face with printed brown eyes and delicate features, 
stuffed body, floral printed cotton dress and matching bonnet —11in. (28cm.) high (slight fading) 
£40-60

380 An Armand Marseille Floradora child doll, with blue lashed sleeping eyes, blonde hair wig and heavy jointed 
composition body —23in. (58.5cm.) high (two repaired fingers and body different colours) 
£50-70

381 Four Czech AMP string puppets, with composition heads, some wooden limbs and hand controls, two with labels 
—21 1/2in. (55cm.) high 
£20-30

382 Various vintage dolls, a cloth Chad Valley with label —12in. (30.5cm.) high; three celluloid dolls; two Sindy dolls 
and others (slight damage and wear) 
£30-50

383 Four celluloid dolls, a Schwäbische black child doll, with brown and black fixed glass eyes, moulded black 
painted hair, red lips, yellow/ golden dress with black lace over --15in. (38cm.) high; two Rheinische back boy 
dolls and another (baby in green cracked/split to back of head) 
£50-80

384 Seven celluloid dolls, including a Minerva Dutch boy, with red felt jacket and hand, red and white checked 
trouser and wooden clogs --15 1/2in. (39.5cm) high; three character babies, an SNF girl in original clothes and a 
Technoplast girl in a blue dress and another 
£40-60

385 Dean’s Rag Book Co dolls, a girl with printed face, jointed body with integral red velvet shoes and socks and 
printed blue and white label on foot —18 3/4in. (48cm.) high (lacks wig and clothes); a composition headed Dutch 
and a Lupino Lane with label in neck seam; and four other National costume dolls 
£40-60

386 An artist wax boy doll by Gillie Charlson 1977, poured shoulder head with sad expression, inset brown glass 
eyes, brown hair wig, signed on shoulders Gillie 1977, stuffed body with wax limbs and brown velvet suit —26in. 
(66cm.) high 
£50-70

387 Various dolls, Greek Evelt bisque Duke of Wellington and Napoleon Bonaparte on wooden bases —14in. 
(35.5cm.) high; various dolls in National costumes, one a recent bisque (a few with white damp mould growth, 
which brushes off) 
£30-50

388 A pair of American vintage primitive cloth dolls, a white girl with painted features, blonde wig, stuffed body with 
dangling unstuffed legs, blue printed dress, straw hat and skipping rope —30in. (76cm.) high; and a similar black 
girl with head scarf, bag of flour and wooden spoon 
£80-120

389 A 1930s child’s grey velvet mouse fancy dressing costume, an all-in-one outfit with white cotton mop cap, made 
for Diane Delvigne, grandchild of the Waite sisters, born 1923. Believed to be made by her great aunts 
£10-20

390 a collection of artist designed and manufactured dolls, including three Heid Ott dolls --12 3/4in. (32.5cm.) high; a 
Gotz Puppe doll in Green velvet dress and others 
£40-60

391 Two artist teddy bears, a Teddy style Felix 3 of 10 by Janet Clark, with card tags --17in. (43cm.) high; seated in a 
Peacock style chair with an Yvonne Plakke Loekie no.26 in original gift box with tags (3) 
£40-60

392 Two Charlie Bears teddy bears, both designed by Isabelle Lee and comprising of Shaun, from the Plush 
Collections --21in. (53.5cm.) high; and a Briz, both with card tags 
£40-60

393 Two Charlie Bears teddy bears, a Colin panda bear, with brown and green plush with frosted tip --16in. (41cm;) 
high and a Woolley Pulley designed by Heather Lyell, white plush, both with card tags (tag creased to Colin) 
£40-60
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394 Two Charlie Bears teddy bears, a Charlie Bears Kiya teddy bear, designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, with 
brown and cream plush --16 1/2in. (42cm.) high; and a Duncan Panda bear, both with card tags 
£40-60

395 Two Charlie Bears teddy bears, an Adam, with blonde /brown plush and card tag --14in. (35.5cm) high; and 
Alicia, with light blue and dark blue plush, with grey and golden tips (no tag) 
£40-60

396 A Charlie Bears Charlotte teddy bear, designed by Isabelle Lee, with golden and cream long pile plush, with card 
tag --23in. (59cm.) high 
£40-60

397 A Charlie Bears Catherine teddy bear, designed by Isabelle Lee, blonde with a brown tipped plush and card tag 
--22in. (56cm.) high 
£40-60

398 Two Charlie Bears teddy bears, a Cooper teddy bear, designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, with grey, black, 
brown plush and California with card tags --18 1/2in. (47cm) high (Cooper - plush to back of head and back is 
compacted/stiff, missing tag, some discolouration to foot pads of California) 
£30-50

399 Two Charlie Bears teddy bears, a Charlie Bears Charlie 2010 Year Bear, Hug No 2, Plumo teddy bear, with 
beige plush and mohair (mohair to muzzle and ears), tag certificate-- 18in. (46cm.) high; and Xavier bear with 
card tags 
£50-70

400 Two Charlie Bears teddy bears, a Charlie Bears Scribbles (Special Edition) Plumo teddy bear with golden plush 
and mohair muzzle and ear, designed by Isabelle Lee --17in. (43cm.) high; and Trevor bear, designed by 
Isabelle Lee and Charlie, brown plush with light and dark brown tipping and inset cream plush crescent to chest, 
both with card tags 
£50-80

401 Two Charlie Bears teddy bears, a Special Edition Charlie Brook Bear for QVC with blonde curly plush and card 
tag --13in. (33cm) high; and Liam brown bear with card tag 
£40-60

402 Two Charlie Bears teddy bears, a QVC exclusive, Katie bear, designed by Isabelle Lee, with grey with darker 
grey tipped plush, signed to footpad --10 1/2in. (27cm) high; and Bradley teddy bear, designed by Isabelle Lee, 
light brown plush with darker brown tip, in original box with fabric bag and card tag 
£50-80

403 Three Charlie Bears teddy bears, a Little D a QVC Exclusive, 2009 - 2010, with golden plush, designed by 
Isabelle Lee and Charlie --12 1/2in. (32cm.) high; Pippin designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, beige plush and 
Phoebe bear, all with card tags 
£50-80

404 Three Charlie Bears teddy bears, aZoe bear, with beige plush and card tag --11in. (28cm.) high; Bronte bear 
with card tags, a red fabric bag and another 
£50-80

405 Two Charlie Bears teddy bears, an Alfie teddy bear, designed by Isabelle Lee and Charlie, with blonde with dark 
brown tip curly plush, in original box with fabric bag and card tags --15in. (38cm) high; and Torquil, designed by 
Isabelle Lee, grey frosted tip curly plush, with card tag and fabric bag 
£60-80

406 A Charlie Bears Tiff Toff teddy bear, designed by Isabelle Lee, golden and brown plush, with open felt mouth, in 
original box with fabric bag and tags --16in. (41cm.) high 
£50-70

407 A limited edition Charlie Bears Abhay leopard , 1089 of 4000, with tag certificate and fabric bag --13in. (33cm.) 
high 
£40-60
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408 Two Charlie Bears teddy bears, a Limited edition Owen, 10 of 300, made exclusively for Lavender Bears, with 
grey plush and signed with Lavender Bears card tag --13in. (33cm.) high; and Natalie designed by Isabelle Lee 
£50-80

409 Three Charlie Bears teddy bears, Ashton with dark brown and light brown plush with cinnamon tip --14in. 
(36cm.) high; and Alexander and Maximillian, all with cad tags 
£50-80

410 A Steiff limited edition Jack The Rare Alpaca Bear, made exclusively for Danbury Mint, 7055 for the year 2007, 
with black Alpaca fur, in original box with certificate --10. 1/4in. (26cm.) high 
£40-60

411 A Steiff limited edition Help for Heroes teddy bear, made exclusively for Danbury Mint, 465 for the year 2011, 
with honey blond mohair, in original box with certificate --11 1/2in.(30cm.) high 
£30-50

412 A Merrythought limited edition Tommy the World War I Centenary teddy bear, made exclusively for Danbury 
Mint, 745 of 1914, with blonde mohair and based on an original teddy bear pattern produced throughout the war 
years, with uniform inspired by the jacket and cap won by British Soldier at the time, cap badge engraved with 
'Les We Forget' and peeking out of his pocket is a lucky mascot teddy bear as given to soldiers, with leaflet, 
original plastic packaging and certificate --14 in. (35.5 cm). high 
£60-80

413 Eight collectors teddy bears, including a Merrythought London 2012 Olympic Games Commemorative teddy 
bear, in original box, a Deans rag Book Co. Centenary Year bear, 25 of 2003 with card tag --12 1/2in. (32cm.) 
high; a 1950s Invicta teddy bear and others 
£30-50

414 A limited edition Sun Arrow (Japan) Izu Teddy Bear Museum replica Happy (Steiff) teddy bear, signed on foot 
pad by Rosemary Volpp, 385 of 500, blonde mohair with brown tips, white cotton bib with lace edging --24in. 
(61cm.) high 
£80-100

415 A limited edition Steiner Stups rabbit, designed by Antje Zahl, 99of 200, with certificate and in drawstring bag 
--10in.(25cm.) high 
£30-50

416 Two German miniature teddy bears, a blonde 1980's mohair yellow tag Steiff and a Hermann Original with tag 
--5in. (12.5cm.) high 
£30-50

417 A collection of miniature bears, birthstone bears in tins for the months, February, April, May, July, and October, 
twenty three other miniature bears and a rabbit 
£30-50

418 Five collectors teddy bears and Gollies, including a Merrythought, with golden mohair, a Deans Rag book 
Company Golly with tag --17 1/2in. (44.5cm.) high; a Canterbury bears, bear and a Golly key ring 
£30-50

419 Ten modern and collectors teddy bears, two unknown artist bears, a Manhattan Toy Company bear with original 
tag --14 1/2in. (36.5cm.) high and others 
£30-40

420 A Farnell Mascot teddy bear and friends, with blonde mohair orange and black glass eyes, black stitched nose 
and label to leg --5in. (12.5cm.) high; an English Koala and two others -from the Susan Collard Collection 
£50-80

421 Seventeen small German pint jointed teddy bears, included a Berg, with blonde mohair, a Baren Bier, with chest 
label and blonde mohair --7in. (18cm.) high (some wear, Berg head loose at joint, leg joint also needs attention) -
from the Susan Collard Collection 
£100-120

422 Five post-war worn teddy bears, the largest --26in. (66cm.) high (worn, one missing glasses) 
£50-80
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423 A 1920/30s English teddy bear, with remains of golden mohair, orange, black and white glass eyes, black 
stitched nose, swivel head (now fixed in place), jointed limbs --16in. (40.5cm.) high; and a 1930s teddy bear 
(1920/30'sbear bald, hole to foot pad, 1930s bear with replacement stitched eyes) -from the Susan Collard 
Collection (2) 
£50-80

424 Five Gollies, a Deans Rag book Co. with white and black plastic floating pupil eyes --20in. (51cm.) high; a black 
plastic faced golly with glow in the dark bow tie and trousers and others (holes to felt of two, with one missing a 
foot) -from the Susan Collard Collection 
£50-80

425 Eight Dog soft toys, including a large white Pedigree seated poodle, with pull cord --17 1/2in. (44.5cm.) high; a 
small grey and white mohair dog with orange, black and white glass eyes, black stitched nose, a red velvet dog 
and others (one with patched felt body, some wear to others) -from the Susan Collard Collection 
£40-60

426 Seven unjointed teddy bears, including a blue and white mohair, panda with orange and black glass eyes, black 
stitched nose and mouth, inoperative squeaker, a large black and white synthetic plush panda --21 12in. (54cm.) 
high; and others -from the Susan Collard Collection 
£30-50

427 A Bronnley Soaps shop counter advertisement teddy bear, moulded bear shape with beige wool/synthetic plush 
covering, orange and black plastic eyes, holding a Bronnley Soaps sign --14in. (35.5cm.) high -from the Susan 
Collard Collection 
£20-30

428 A Chad Valley teddy bear, with brown and cream synthetic mixed plush, orange and black glass eyes, black 
stitched nose, swivel head and jointed limbs, with label to foot pad --17in. (43cm.) high from the Susan Collard 
Collection 
£30-50

429 Two late Alpha Farnell teddy bears, a white mohair, with orange and black glass eyes, black stitched nose and 
mouth, swivel head and jointed limbs, painted paws and remains of label to centre seam --16in. (40.5cm.) high; 
and a smaller golden mohair bear, with label to centre seam (paint worn on pads) -from The Susan Collard 
Collection 
£40-60

430 Two 1930s Chiltern type teddy bears, a blonde mohair, missing eyes, with black stitched nose mouth and claws, 
swivel head, jointed limbs and inoperative squeaker --21in. (53cm.) high; and another (both with thinning and 
wear, right hand pad to blonde loose at seam) - from The Susan Collard Collection 
£40-60

431 A 1930s British teddy bear, possibly by Lines Brothers, with golden mohair clear and black glass eyes, with 
painted backs, pronounced muzzle, remains of black stitched nose, swivel head, jointed limbs, small hump and 
Made In England label sown into back seam-- 16 1/2in.(42cm.) high; and a Chiltern type teddy bear (wear and 
thinning to both, Chiltern missing eyes, pads in need of attention and disc joint visible right leg of golden bear) - 
from The Susan Collard Collection (2) 
£40-60

432 A 1930s German teddy bear, with clear and black glass eyes, brown painted backs, black stitched nose and 
mouth and remains of claws-- 20in.(51cm) high (in need of repair); a 1960's Eeyore, a kid leather Giraffe, and 
five others 
£30-50

433 Three post-war Chad Valley teddy bears a golden mohair, with orange and black glass eyes, black stitched nose 
and mouth, swivel head, jointed limbs, replacement suede pads and inoperative squeaker --14in. (35.5cm.) high; 
and two others (largest missing eyes and left pad needs attention, general thinning and wear to all) - from The 
Susan Collard Collection 
£50-80
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434 A Misha 1980 Moscow Olympic mascot teddy bear, designed by children's books illustrator Victor Chizhikov, 
with dark and light brown synthetic plush, black plastic pupils on a white leather back, swivel head with jointed 
limbs, with Olympic ring belt--22 12in.(57cm.) high -from the Susan Collard Collection 
£30-40

435 A post -war Merrythought teddy bear, with golden mohair, orange and black glass eyes, black stitched nose, 
mouth and claws, swivel head and jointed limbs, with label to foot pad --21/2in. (57cm.) high -from the Susan 
Collard Collection 
£50-80

436 Two Chad Valley teddy bears, a 1920's bear with blonde mohair, pronounced muzzle, black stitched nose, 
swivel head and jointed limbs, with button to ear --13in. (33cm.) high; and a Father bear with label to inner leg, ( 
1920s missing eyes, ears loose, pads re-stitched, right leg stitched in place at top, blading to tummy, with 
general thinning, father bear missing eyes, right arm re-attached, some wear) -from the Susan Collard Collection 

£60-80
437 Four Pedigree teddy bears, all with golden mohair, one musical --18in. (46cm.) high (one missing eyes and 

nose, another missing nose) -from the Susan Collard Collection 
£40-60

438 A very large quantity of Koala teddy bears, approximately forty four, including a mother and baby, a Pyjama case 
with Velcro arms --14in. (35.5cm.) high; a Kola in a tin can and two kola necklaces, three spoons and a puzzle all 
in a small brown case -from the Susan Collard Collection 
£30-50

439 A 1920/30s teddy bear, possibly French, with remains of blonde mohair, black replacement button eyes, 
pronounced muzzle, black stitched nose, swivel head, jointed limbs with nice round tummy and small hump, 
inoperative growler --23 1/2in. (60cm.) high (pads recovered, patch to back of head, bald with wear) -from the 
Susan Collard Collection 
£40-60

440 Two Merrythought teddy bears, with blonde mohair, orange and black glass eyes, to one the other with 
replacement shoe button eyes, black stitched nose mouth and claws, swivel head and jointed limbs, one with 
card lined feet the other with label to foot pad --16 1/2in. (42cm.) high; (areas of balding, pads need attention to 
both) -from the Susan Collard Collection 
£50-80

441 Five post-war Chad Valley teddy bears, three with golden mohair, and foot pad labels --15in. (38cm.) high (one 
worn, others with some wear) -from the Susan Collard Collection 
£50-80

442 Five post-war Chad Valley teddy bears, one with white wool plush, orange and black glass eyes, black stitched 
nose, swivel head and jointed limbs, with label to foot pad --131/2in. (34cm.) high (wear and thinning) -from the 
Susan Collard Collection 
£50-80

443 Various unjointed teddy bears, including a Chiltern toys, with golden synthetic plush and side seam label, a pink 
and white mohair bear, a golden mohair bear in a red cardigan--12in. (30cm.) high (some wear and thinning) 
(11) -from the Susan Collard Collection 
£40-60

444 Six Winnie The Pooh teddy bears, a Pudsey bear, a Paddington Bear style teddy --18 1/2in. (47cm.) high; with 
Gabrielle Designs Paddington's pyjama bottoms and others (12) (slight wear) -from the Susan Collard Collection 
£40-60

445 Nine Gollies, including a large Chad Valley with royal blue jacket and stripped trousers and side seam label 
--25in. (63.5cm.) high; two with plastic faces and others (Chad arm seam loose, some wear to others) -from the 
Susan Collard Collection 
£50-80
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446 Diamonds, a large 1930s Chad Valley teddy bear, with blonde mohair, black stitched nose, and claws, swivel 
head, and jointed limbs, (missing, ears and eyes, large hole to left chest/ arm seam, right arm in need of 
attention, spilt at right ankle) -from the Susan Collard Collection 
£30-50

447 Four Pedigree teddy bears, a musical bear with beige synthetic plush, white blue and black glass eyes and open 
mouth --19in. (48cm.) high -from the Susan Collard Collection 
£40-60

448 Ten Shanghai doll factory teddy bears, one with grey plush, three with light brown plush --10 1/2in. (26.5cm.) 
high 
£30-40

449 Eight dog soft toy pyjama cases, including a Merrythought with orange and black glass eyes, black stitched 
nose, and label to underside --25 /12in.(64.5cm.) long including tail (some thinning and wear) 
£50-80

450 Five art silk teddy bears, two with golden plush --18in. (46cm.) high largest (some wear and thinning) -from the 
Susan Collard Collection 
£50-80

451 Six Chiltern teddy bears, including two unjointed and a bears, with black and white mohair, orange and black 
glass eyes, a golden mohair bear --15in. (38cm.) high; and others (one missing ear and lower left leg, wear and 
thinning to all) -from the Susan Collard Collection 
£50-80

452 A collection of post -war teddy bears, approximately twenty seven, including a Wendy Boston with Tag, a small 
brown bear on all fours, a Paddington style bear --19in.(48cm.) high; and a dressed bear in knitted outfit and red 
wellington boots (slight wear) -from the Susan Collard Collection 
£40-60

453 A very large quantity of unjointed teddy bears, including two Wendy Boston's with labels, a Chad Valley bear and 
a bear in the style of Winnie The Pooh, varying in size small to large --24in. (61cm.) high largest (one bear with 
leg seam loose, other with slight wear) -from the Susan Collard Collection 
£30-50

454 A collection of twenty three Gollies including a Deans Childsplay Toys with original tag, a Wendy Boston Golly 
with side seam label --12in. (31cm.) high; and two Chad Valley's with side seam labels (some wear, holes to felt 
of Deans) -from the Susan Collard Collection 
£50-80

455 Two Post-war Chiltern teddy bears, a Ting-a-Ling bear with blonde mohair, orange and black glass eyes (need 
adjusting), and card lined feet --11 1/2in. (29cm.) high; and another (areas of thinning to both, voice mechanism 
can be seen at the back of larger bear) -from the Susan Collard Collection 
£50-80

456 Five post- war English teddy bears, all worn, the largest --21in. (53cm.) high -from the Susan Collard Collection 
£50-80

457 four Invicta teddy bears, all with some wear --14 1/2in. (36.5cm.) high (two missing both eyes, one missing one, 
thinning and wear to all left leg to largest needs attention) -from the Susan Collard Collection 
£30-40

458 Two worn teddy bears, a German bear, with remains of golden mohair, black shoe button eyes, black stitched 
nose and mouth -- 23in. (58.5cm.) high -from the Susan Collard Collection 
£30-40

459 Six Irish talking teddy bears a golden mohair, with orange and black glass eyes, black stitched nose, red lined 
mouth, light brown mohair top and red mohair trousers --14in. (35.5cm.) high; a blonde mohair bear in a green 
rugby top and others (wear and thinning, one bear bald to chest area) -from the Susan Collard Collection 
£40-60
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460 Two characterful teddy bears, the larger with golden mohair, wide face with large ears, orange and black glass 
eyes, swivel head, jointed limbs and Charity on label on foot--21in. (53cm.) high; and a smaller bear with bright 
golden mohair and 1933 added to foot pad,(thinning to largest, with top of face bald) -from the Susan Collard 
Collection 
£30-50

461 Two Steiff yellow tag soft toy dogs, a Hektor the Golden Retriever and Bernie the Husky --17 3/4in. (45cm.) long 
£70-100

462 Three Steiff yellow tag teddy bears, a Steiff Original Classic with white mohair --16 1/2in. (42cm.) high, a Historic 
Miniatures Petsy and another 
£60-80

463 Two Steiff yellow tag Donkey soft toys, in repose, the largest --25in. (63cm.) long and a yellow tag Rieke fawn 
£60-80

464 Five British collectors teddy bears, a limited edition Merrythought Nanook Polar bear cub, 21 of 2450 with card 
tags --15in. (38cm.) long; a Deans Rag Book Co.Two's Company 41 of 2450 with card tag, a Merrythought 
dressed rabbit, 77 of 500 (holes to left felt foot pad) and others 
£50-80

465 Two limited edition Suki teddy bears, Archie Bear, 329 of 1000 and Harvey Bear 349 of 1,500, both with tag 
certificates --18 1/2in. (47cm.) high; a living nature lamb, a tinplate bird, a boxed House of Marbles, Big Top 
spinning wheel and others (8) 
£50-80

466 A Steiff limited edition The Titanic Commemorative teddy bear, 1407 of 1912 with black mohair --14in. (36cm.) 
high 
£40-60

467 A Steiff limited edition Victoria the Penny Black teddy bear, made exclusively for Danbury Mint, 334 of 1819, with 
black mohair and pale blue felt pads --11in. (28cm.) high 
£30-50

468 A Steiff limited edition The Queen Elizabeth II Memorial teddy bear made exclusively for Danbury Mint, 3509 of 
25000, black mohair and purple velvet arm band with certificate 
£30-50

469 Three artist teddy bears,  two with pink curly mohair, and a grey and purple bear, all with swivel heads and 
jointed limbs -- 18 1/2in. (47cm.) high (slight fading to arm of largest bear) 
£30-50

470 Two A Bear with a Heart teddy bears, a 1989 Bearuska, in red and a 1992 Bearushka in green and blue 
designed by Diane Gard, both with card tags-- 21in. (54cm.) high 
£40-60

471 Five collectors teddy bears, including a Rachels Bear, 'Long Tally Sally' by Mary Holden, 7 of 75 with pink 
mohair, black glass eyes, swivel head, jointed limbs, hump, and card tag —15in. (38cm.) high; a Gund gold label 
teddy bear, a Boyds teddy bear walking a cat and two others 
£30-50

472 Three watercolour studies of vessels by Norah Wellings one dated March 1915, a large sheet of paper with two 
studies —21in. (53.5cm.) high (damage to one edge); and another of a jug dated March 26th 1915 
£20-30

473 A rare large format gelatin silver printed commercial photograph of Norah Wellings’s trade show 1935, taken at 
the British Industries Fair, London, featuring the exterior of the stand with glimpses of various dolls, inscribed in 
pencil 1935, stamped Tella Co Ltd, mounted on buff board —18in. (46cm.) x 14in. (35.5cm.) board (right hand 
corner of board torn) 
£30-50
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474 A rare large format gelatin silver printed commercial photograph of Norah Wellings’s trade show in 1933, taken 
at the British Industries Fair, London, featuring the exterior of the stand with glimpses of various dolls and 
animals, printed inscription, stamped Tella Co Ltd, mounted on buff board —18in. (46cm.) x 14in. (35.5cm.) board 
(bottom left hand corner of board torn but still present) 
£30-50

475 Various dolls, including a, composition doll, an all bisque baby, a Chinese mandarin doll, -- 9in. (23cm.) high; a 
wooden dolls chair and others (composition doll with damage to back of head, general age related wear to 
others) 
£30-50

476 A Merrythought Richard the Lion, from the Mr Whoppit television series, with golden and white artificial silk, 
floating pupil eyes, black stitched nose, mouth and claws, black ear backs and label to under side of foot-- 11 
1/2in. (29cm.) high (missing tail, red mark to head where hat would have been, missing hat and jumper, general 
wear) 
£50-70

477 Three post-war Pedigree teddy bears, a golden mohair, orange and black plastic eyes, black plastic nose, black 
stitched mouth, swivel head and jointed limbs -- 18in. (45.5cm) high; and two others (balding, thinning and wear) 
-from The Susan Collard Collection 
£40-60

478 Fourteen vintage unjointed teddy bears, including a large light brown bear with white muzzle, inner ear and pads 
--31in. (79cm.) high; a yellow synthetic Deans Child paly, a pink Deans Childsplay with original heart tag, a 
Chiltern and others -from the Susan Collard Collection 
£30-50

479 An interesting FADAP post-war seated dog, with rubber face, clear ad black glass eyes with brown backs, white 
artificial silk plush, brown ears, seated with raised paw, original pink bow and card chest tag --12 1/2in. (32cm.) 
high (dirty and slight wear, creased tag) 
£40-60

480 Two Chad Valley teddy bears, one with golden mohair the other with blonde, orange and black plastic eyes, 
black stitched noses and mouths and an Alresford Craft Ltd Squirrel --1 21/2in. (32cm.) high including ears; and 
a voice mechanism 
£30-50

481 Two 1930/40's teddy bears, probably British, one with golden mohair, clear and black oily eyes with painted 
backs, black stitched nose and mouth and claws, with remains of red mouth stitching, swivel head, stitched in 
place, jointed limbs, rexine style pads and inoperative growler and another (thinning, one missing eyes, left pad 
in need of attention) 
£60-80

482 A large quantity of Shanghai Doll Factory teddy bears, including a small golden bear with pronounced muzzle 
orange and black plastic eyes, and original tag --6in. (15cm.) high, a small panda and rabbit with original tags, a 
larger bear with integral brown waistcoat and others approx thirty two in total 
£30-50

483 Eleven Art Silk teddy bears, including a golden art silk bear with white muzzle and inner ears and pads, orange 
and black glass eyes, black stitched nose and mouth, swivel head and jointed limbs --24in. (61cm.) high 
£30-50

484 Various vintage teddy bears, including a Super Ted, with removable teddy bear skin, to reveal his Super Ted 
costume -- 15in. (38cm.) high; two pandas, a Chad Valley Honey Pots bears, a bear dressed as a pilot and 
others -from the Susan Collard Collection 
£30-50

485 Two 1920 /1930s British teddy bears, an unjointed Omega bear with blonde mohair, pronounced muzzle, black 
stitched nose and mouth, and inoperative squeaker --17 1/2in. (445cm.) high.; and a bald Chad Valley bear 
(wear and thinning, both missing eyes, small hole to base of muzzle and left hand pad on the Omega, small hole 
to lower body of Chad) -from the Susan Collard Collection 
£50-80
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486 Two 1930s German teddy bears, a white mohair, with orange and black glass eyes, black stitched nose and 
mouth, slotted in ears, swivel head and jointed limbs --20in. (50.5cm.) high; and another (white with left arm 
loose, pads replaced, thinning and wear, smaller remains of mohair, dirty) -from the Susan Collard Collection 
£40-60

487 Five teddy bears for restoration, in varying needs of restoration-- 24in .(61cm.) high largest -from the Susan 
Collard Collection 
£40-60

488 Three Lefray teddy bears, of two very large unjointed bears --36in. (91cm.) high and another smaller bear (small 
hole to left arm seam on larger bear) -from the Susan Collard Collection 
£20-40

489 Three Merrythought teddy bears, a 1930s Bingie baby bear, with wool plush swivel head and button to ear --9 
1/2in. (24cm.) high; and two post war Merrythought bears (Bingie with replacement eyes, thinning, dared patch 
to back of head, small bear missing an eye) -from the Susan Collard Collection 
£50-80

490 Two German 1930s Teddy bears, a golden mohair, with orange and black glass spike eyes, black stitched nose, 
slotted din ear (one missing) Swivel had and jointed limbs --19 1/2in. (49cm.) high; and another (Pads replaced 
top of left leg loose at seam, other missing eyes and ears, pads in need of attention) -from the Susan Collard 
Collection 
£50-80

491 Three Chad Magna teddy bears, the largest with golden mohair, black stitched nose and mouth, swivel head and 
jointed limbs label to foot pads --21in. (53.5cm.) high; and two others (largest missing eyes, wear and thinning to 
all) -from the Susan Collard Collection 
£50-80

492 Three Dean's Rag Book Co. teddy bears, a unusual seated bear cub, with cinnamon mohair, orange and black 
plastic eyes, blonde muzzle, black stitched nose and mouth and inoperative growler and label to underside --9in. 
(23cm.) high; and two others (general wear) -from the Susan Collard Collection 
£60-80

493 A Chad Valley Toffee teddy bear, with remains of blonde mohair, orange and black glass eyes, black stitched 
nose and mouth, swivel head and jointed limbs --10in. (26cm.) high; a Chiltern type and a postwar Chiltern (wear 
and thinning) (3) -from the Susan Collard Collection 
£50-80

494 Three character teddy bears, the largest with remains of blonde mohair, orange and black plastic eyes, M .E 
patch to chest --21in. (53.5cm.) high; and two others -from the Susan Collard Collection 
£50-80

495 Two 1920/30s teddy bears, a French bear, with black shoe button eyes, black stitched nose and mouth, swivel 
head and jointed limbs and inoperative growler --20in. (51cm.) high; and a German teddy bear (thinning and 
wear, pads replaced to both, fabric frayed and discs visible to top of right arm; other missing eyes, ears 
reattached) -from the Susan Collard Collection 
£50-80

496 Nine mid -century teddy bears, including a Chad Valley with blonde mohair, orange and black glass eyes, black 
stitched nose and mouth, swivel head and jointed limbs --14 1/2in. (37cm.) high -from the Susan Collard 
Collection 
£50-80

497 A 1920/30s German teddy bear, with dark golden mohair, black shoe button eyes, (one replaced), pronounced 
muzzle, remains of black stitched nose, swivel head with jointed limbs --19 1/2in.(49.5cm) high (thinning, left 
hand pad recovered, right hand pad and left foot pad with holes) -from the Susan Collard Collection 
£40-60

498 An unusual group of five vintage teddy bears, including a unjointed golden art silk with orange and black glass 
eyes, black stitched nose, integral apricot felt body with black felt buttons --14in. (35.5cm) high; a pin jointed 
bear with animal print synthetic plush and others -from the Susan Collard Collection 
£40-60
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499 Three Irish teddy bears, a post- war bear, with orange and black glass eyes, black stitched nose, swivel head 
and jointed limbs --18 1/2in. (48cm.) high; and a Chiltern type, (wear and thinning, Chiltern missing an eye, other 
bear with a replacement eye) (4) -from the Susan Collard Collection 
£50-80

500 Six Eastern European teddy bears, a Gokra bear with golden art silk, brown and black plastic eyes, black 
stitched nose, swivel head and jointed limbs and card lined feet --13 1/2in. (34.5cm.) high -from the Susan 
Collard Collection 
£50-80

501 Four small teddy bear friends, a Chiltern type with golden mohair, orange and black glass eyes, black stitched 
nose, swivel head and jointed limbs in a yellow and purple knitted tank top --10in. (26cm.) high (wear and 
thinning, hand pad to Chiltern type needs attention) -from the Susan Collard Collection 
£50-70

502 Three Chiltern teddy bears, the largest with blonde mohair, orange and black plastic eyes, black plastic dog 
nose, black stitched mouth, swivel head and jointed limbs --15 1/2in. (39.5cm.) high (some wear and thinning to 
all) -from the Susan Collard Collection 
£50-80

503 Two Chiltern teddy bears, both with orange and black glass eyes, black stitched nose, mouth and larger with 
stitched foot claws ,swivel heads and jointed limbs --17 1/2in.(44.5cm.) high (thinning and general wear) -from 
the Susan Collard Collection 
£50-80

504 Two Gabrielle Designs Paddington Bears, one in a brown felt duffel coat with luggage tag --19in. (48cm.) high; 
and another in a blue felt duffle coat 
£30-50

505 Yano an electronic animated talking pal, in original box with front opening door to reveal Yano inside, remote 
control and instructions, untested --13in. (33cm.) high box (tear to top of box) 
£30-50

506 A Bearly People limited edition Amber Rose teddy bear, designed by Cheryl Barnert 111 of 150 with tag 
certificate, Mrs Rabbit and Peter Rabbit by Eden Gift and others (12) 
£30-50

507 A quantity of soft toys, including the Goodness Gang Super Foodz, apple, tomato, plum and onion, a forest 
Friends unjointed rabbit --15in. (38cm.) high with ears; two TY giraffes, a turkey, a flamingo and others (23) 
£20-40

508 A large Mickey Mouse alarm clock, in a vintage style --18in. (46cm.) high; and a mickey and Minnie mouse 2010 
with original tags (small chip to top of black rim to clock) 
£20-40

509 Three Herman teddy bears, a limited edition Winter Wonderland Bear, 1641 of 2000, with tag certificate --14in. 
(35.5cm.) high; a clockwork musical spinning bear and another 
£30-50

510 Six limited edition Dean's Rag Book Co. teddy bears, including Hudson, no. 3837, with card tag, Horatio 
membership bear for 2005-- 12 1/2in. (32cm.) high; Membership teddy bears, for the years, 1999, 2009 and 
2003 Centenary bear with card tags 
£50-80

511 Eight Beatrix Potter character soft toys, including a Augusta du Baby, Squirrel Nutkin and The Tailor of 
Gloucester, both commemorating the 100th Anniversary of Beatrix Potter's Peter Rabbit, in original boxes, a Mr 
Jeremy Fisher purchased from the National Trust at Hilltop - home of Beatrix Potter —12in. (30cm.) high seated; 
Flopsy, Mopsy and Cotton tale rabbits and two others all with card tags (crease to plastic window of Tailor of 
Gloucester box 
£30-50
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